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SANTA FE NEW MESfCAN
SANTA FE, N. M

VOL. 43.
JOHNSON

ISA

HAS

FARMS

Grains And Garden
Truck Produced
Abundantly
COtL RIGHTS SELL

WELL

Farmers Dispose of Them
to Fuel Company Says
N. Burch of Raton.

E- -

'

What 'do you 'think of a man who
to move
would Induce his
away from town so that he could ocwhat
cupy Mi vacated house? That
was done by E. N. Rureh, of Raton, a
prominent, rancher and a member of
the Board ot Comity Commissioners
of Colfax County. However lie could
not be blamed under the circumstances as It did not require much
persuasive argument on the iart of
the astute father-in-laMr. Burch has been In the Capital
for a few days attending the meeting
of the Territorial Board of .Equalization. He was seen last, evening at
the Claire Hotel by a reporter of the
New Mexican. The Incident came up
In the course of the conversation and
'he chuckled after he 'had related It.
It. happened in this way, to use Tils
own words:
"I rented my farm and leased my
cattle several months ago and moved
to Raton. There .were no vacant
'houses to 'be found anywhere In the
town and It was a month before I finally got. a place. I might have been
looking for a house yet if it. 'hadn't
been that my
moved to
California. He had been 'thinking of
going out there for some time and
I rather encouraged him."
Farming oh Johnson's Mesa.
Mr. Burch has been engaged in
farming for several years on Johnson's mesa, a fertile sU'etch of table
land seven miles in width and fourteen mile In length, which lies about
twenty miles south of Raton. He is
of the opinion that this particular
tract cannot be excelled anywhere in
New Mexico when it comes to raising
crops of grain and vegetables without
irrigation.
Speaking about Us advantages for agricultural
purposes lie
said:
"Farming is being carried an very
successfully on Johnson's mesa. I am
more interested In it Itain anything
else because it. is my home. It was
settled In the first place by coal miners who went out on a strike. It was
supposed at the time that, the mesa
was valueless for farming purposes on
account of its high altitude. The cattlemen there did nil they could to discourage the new settlers but being
compelled to make a living some way
the miners turned farmers and clung
to it. The 'result Is that a country
was developed! which we think can
not be surpassed in New Mexico for
dry farming. I might isay farther that
the value of the land in that locality
In the last few years has increased
from $2.50 to $12 an acre.
Good Crops of Grain and Vegetables.
"The principal products consist of
small grain such as oats, wheat and
barley and potatoes. Our potatoes are
not excelled even by the famous Greeley potatoes. Where sugar beets
have been tried they have grown
abundantly and without any trouble.
There has never been any test, made
of the beets raised on the mesa us
to their sugar bearing qualities but to
all appearances they are as fine as
those raised In Colorado.
"Our average yield of winter wheal
for the past five years has been about
fourteen 'bushel to the acre. Wheat
has been raised there that made
two
bushels to the acre. If It
wasn't for the wind; In the spring the
average crop per nere would be much
There is always more than
larger.
enough wheat to seed the ground that
is blown away. The average yield of
oats is about Ithirty bushels hut we
very often see fields that make from
bushels to, the
sixty to seventy-fivacre.
Fine Opening for Creamery.
"Johnson's Mesa It seems to me
would' be an Ideal place for a creamery. Cattle of all kinds do well and
milch cows will give an abundance of
milk oft of the native grass from
which an excellent quality of butter
can he made. I am rather timid about
having anything printed; that concerns
myself or my doings but on our own
farm we have made for the last four
years from an average, of eight cows
during the year ft little over four hundred pounds of butter Which was sold
at, thirty cents per
pound.
"The Yankee Fuel Company has established ft coal camp at Yankee only
ten miles away that wilt to a great
extent consume all the produce that
we can raise which of course will increase the value of Ithe land by
bringing it closer to market. There
are now about seventy-fivdwelling
houses in tfhe- mining camp and' a
amusement
hall
in
course of
large
construction. I passed there the other
day and counted fifteen foundations
laid for new dwellings.
"The Yankee people are acquiring
title ito all of the coal lands in the
Immediate vicinity. They are giving
the farmers from $5 to $8 an acre, I
am toM for the coal' privileges under
the lands leaving the farmers the surface which is worth from $8 to $10 an
acre. There are three openings to
the mines now In operation and open-tag- s
will he made to other mines.
son-in-la-

Two New Railroads in Operation.
"Raton's growth in the past year has
This is largely
been astonishing.
due to the building of two new
railroads there. The "Santa Fe, Raton
and Eastern Railroad is in operation
between Raton anfl' Yankee and rails
Two
are being laid to Des Moines.
freight and one passenger train are
belpg run dally over the completed
paijt of the road from the coal camp
to Raton. The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railroad is running
trains between Baton and Cimarron,
and the track has already been laid
to I'te Creek, fourteen miles above
Cimarron.
"The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and
Pacific Railroad opens up and devel
ops a vast area of coal and timber
lands that have heretofore been inac
cessible. There have been in the
cars of
neighborhood of seventy-fivcattle shipped from Cimarron over
the new railroad to Kansas City and
different points in Colorado and Kan
sas for feeding purjioses. A round
house and machine shop are being
built at. Cimarron."
Suggests Plan Road Commissioners.
"1 saw an
editorial in the New
Mexican a few days ago advocating
the appointment of a Territorial Road
Commissioner. Not. having investigat
ed the matter thoroughly and jumping
at conclusions I am not in favor of it
I think a better
plan would bo to dl
vide our counties into road districts
composed of the different precincts
and every general election held the
people should select three njen in
their respective districts to act as
road supervisors without compensa
tion the same as school directors and
that the general road and bridge levy
that is authorized by law be apportion
ed by the county treasurer the same
as the school money is now distrib
uted by the county superintendent of
schools. At these general elections
'he people If they so desire In each
Harriet might vote on an etra levy.
Such levy when collected would he
placed to the credit of that particular
Harriot. In that way we would have
men acquainted with each locality and
with Ita needs and who would; be per
sonally interested In having good
roads.
Colfax County in Good Financial
Condition.
"The finances of Colfax County are
In good shape.
Our general county
fund Is the only one in which care
will have to be exercised in its man
agement. The credit of the county is
very good. The county commissioners
have just refunded $28,000 worth of
7 per cent ibonds
into five per cent
bonds with a bonus besides of somehing over $400."
e
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TO HOLD COURT IN
TORRANCE COUNTY
A

Jan. IS, Judge
Estancia,.
of the Sixth judicial district
has announced that jurors will be
drawn at FiStancia on the 22d for a
short term of court in Torrance
county. The session will begin on
February 4, but it will be a short one,
as there is but $2,500 available in the
court fund.
However, the session
promises to be an interesting one, as
there are four murder cases on the
docket. Among the most noted of
these cases is that of the Territory vs.
Domingo Valles, who will be tried for
the assassination of Colonel J. Franco
Chaves at Plnos Wells about three
has
years ago. Since his arrest-Vallebeen confined ii the penitentiary at
Santa Fe awaiting trial. Jap Clark
will be tried for shooting a man named
Chase at Torrance some eighteen
months ago, while Ellse Venezuela
will fac a jury charged with the mur
der of Jose Lueras, a sheep herder,
and one other murder case, together
with several catle stealing cases afi
also on the docket.
N.

e

M..

Mann,

CONTINUE TO KILL

forty--

e

Short Term Scheduled for February
at Estancia Four Murder
Cases on Docket.

NOBILITY IN RUSSIA
Latest Victim Was Chief of Rural
ministration at Smollnsk Assassin Also Suffered Death.

REGEN T

SESSION OF
SUPREME COURT U. S. TO ENFORCE
More Attorneys Admitted to
Practice Committee Appointed
to Draft Resolutions.

Two

FRISCO

QUAK E

NO.
BAILEY DENIES

CROOKED DEALINGS
8. Senator
Makes
Impassioned
Speech to Members of Texas Legislature Declaring Innocence.

IG

WATERS

U.

TREAIYVVITH JAPS

ENDANGER LIVES

The Supreme Court of Xew Mexlci
IS. United
Jan.
Austin, Tex..
continued its session at 10 o'clock this
States Senator J. W. Bailey addressed
morning in the chambers at the Cap
the house yesterday afternoon on In
itol building. There were present:
vitation. Senator Bailey's speech was
Chief Justice William J. Mills, As
an Impassioned denial of anything im
sociate Justice John R. McFie, Asso
proper In his relations with the Wa
elate Justice Frank W. Parker, Asso
Oil Company.
The docu
ciate Justice William H. Pope; Asso
ments in Attorney General Davidson's
ciate Justice Kdward A. Mann and As
possession, declared the senator, are
sociate Justice Ira A. Abbott. Jose D.
not authentic.
clerk
was
of
the court,
Sena,
at his SUIIS
Cock
'FRISCO
Representative
accepted
HEAVY RAINS CAUSE FLOODS
post. United States Attorney W. II. H.
from the Senate Investigat
challenge
The TerriLlewellyn was present.
ing Committee to prove Bailey's con
tory was represented by Atorney Gen
nectlon with the Waters-PiercCom
In
One
Filed
Court
Supreme
C. Reid.
W.
eral
United
States
Dep.
Coal Mines Flooded and
Aid Is Being Rushed To
pany.
F.
H.
Marshal
in
uty
attend
Bogh was
of California-- Another
Cock today gave notice that he pre
Sufferers-- U. S. Warships ance.
10,000 Miners Idle-Peopferred the charges against Bailey as
In Federal Court
The following cases came up tor
Have Arrived.
outlined In the house resolution de
Fleeing.
consideration today:
an investigation, and desired
No. 1132, Levi R. Thompson and A
Washington, D. C, Jan. IS. The manding
that Senator Bailey be summoned as
B. McMillen,
iXew York, N. Y., January IX.
Springfield, 111., Jan. IS. As the re
appellants, vs. Maria United States has begun two suits in the principal witness. Mr. Cock's an
of
San
the
Francisco
for
Inez
the purof the flood waters in the Ohio, a
Garcia do Snyder, appellee. Judg
sult
city
The direct advices of the Associated
nouncement was in response to an In
break was threatened ut Shawnee- Press from Kingston under date of ment of lower court reversed and pose of enforcing the provisions of the vitation from the
special
advisory
with
January 16th, which wore received cause remained with instructions treaty school Japan giving the Japanese committee of the senate that if any- town, Illnois, this morning. Shawnee-towadvantages. One of the
lies In an elbow of the Ohio Riv
equal
early today state that the disaster Opinion by Associate Justice Pope.
one wanted to prefer charges and sum
No. 1101, Roman L, Baca, et al., actions is brought in the supreme
er and is protected by an immense
there is fully as great as the San
mon witnesses In the Bailey Investi
Francisco nd' Valparaiso calamities. plaintiffs, Filomena Perea de Otero, court of California in the name of a gation, they were willing to accept dike. When the river is at flood, the
Thousands of persons, It was then et al., interveners, appellants vs. San Japanese child for the purpose of ob- the notice and summon the witnesses. surface of the water is six or eight
a writ of mandamus to compel
feet above the street level in the low
believed', had been killed, as the dead tiago Anaya, et al., appellees. Motion taining
Following Senator Bailey's address er
part of thetpwu. In J S9S the city
were being recovered from the ruins to quash citation overruled. The court his admission to one of the public the house discussed the
Inproposed
schools from which he is excluded by
was
Inundated by the river, which
by the hundreds. A number of Amer- held that It had a right to order cita
vestigation, but look no action.
brolu; through the dike on one side
icans were also among the killed. The tion to issue and when no personal the recent action of the Board of Educatlon.
tnd twenty-ninpersons lost their
city Is in ruins but shipping in the service could be obtained that service
SPECIAL AGENTS AT
Pedagogues Made Defendants.
Invs. The dikes were at once reharbor is safe and aboard these ves- by publications was sufficient.
No. 1150, W. R. Pilant, appellant, V3.
Proceedings in the second suit is a
paired after this calamity. I'p to
sels, the wounded is being cared for.
WORK IN ARIZONA 1.1:30
o'clock today the levee was still
The dispatch also stated that the to- S. Grabfielder & Company, appellee. comprehensive bill of equity filed by
the United States In the federal court
Intact.
nography of the country was changed Judgment of lower court affirmed. in which the
C. Dezendort of Santa Fe
Frederick
members of the board of
Floods in Kentucky,
as a result of the earth disturbance Opinion by Associate Justice Abbott.
Investigating Mining Claims
the superintendent
of
No. 38:!, Territory of New Mexlci, education,
and that the channel into Kingston
Jackson, Jan. IS. The Kentucky
in Sister Territory.
harbor has been materially altered. appellee, vs. I,. A. Meredith, appellant. schools and all the principals of the
River has risen IS feet here In the
various primary and grammar schools
The body of Sir James Ferguson was Reset for February 25.
Bisbee. Ariz., Jan. 1S. Frederick C. last two days. This stream passes
in
are
San
Francisco
made defendants.
No. 1181, Cutler and Nelsm pjint
found and buried the day the dispatch
Dezendort', whose headquarters are at through Frankfort and empties into
Suits Arouse Much Interest.
rVnd Color Company,
appellant, vs. Or
jvas sent. A number of shocks have
Simla
Fe, New Mexico, chief of the he Ohio at Carrolton, Kentucky, fifty
The filing of these suits hav had
occurred since the first disastrous one son C. Hinman and Earnest L. Oakes,
United States general land office so miles above Louisville, Kentucky.
a
the
effect
of
deal
of
on
arousing
great
briefs.
and the people are In a constant state appellees. Submitted
River Still Rising at Cincinnati.
cial agents for New Mexico and AriNo. 1182, Browne and Manaiiaifs Interest throughout California, where
:f terror.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 18. The flood
nowis
zona,
here
arrived
and
recently
few
weeks the quesCompany, appellee, vs. Casshis C. during the past
Worst in 250 Years.
engaged in investigating the mining conditions continue to grow worse to
Argued and sub tion of excluding the Japanese chil claims
A(. seven o'clock this morning
London, Jan. 18. A special from Guise, appellant.
in the Warren district.
Mr. day.
dren from the public schools of San
Kingston dated the 17th says: The mitted.
Dezendorf is being assisted in his in the high water stage in this city was
Francisco
and
be
that
were
demanding
Commitments
they
issued by the
recent earthquake was more serious
vestigation by Special" Agent Frank "tt.5 feet and the river is rising onethan any which has occurred on the Supreme Court this morning for John compelled to attend separate schools Thompson.
euth of a foot an hour. Suffering in
has
threatened International complicaIsland of Jamaica for over two hun Black, James Black and John Murphy,
When asked if any developments of the lower sections- of the city and in
tions. The suits just filed will prob
dred and fifty years. The first shock who were convicted of train robbery
a sensational character were liable to he Kentucky suburbs is already very
In the Fourth judicial district, and ably be brought up for hearing im
was followed by fifteen minor shacks.
result from his trip into the Warren great. A heavy rain is still falling.
Wooden structures stood well, but ail sentenced to seven years' imprison- mediately.
Great Damage In Pennsylvania.
Mr. Dezendorf stated that he
district,
the brick houses collapsed within a ment in the federal prison at LeavenPittsburg, Pa., Jan. 18. A gradual
was entirely unprepared to make any
TRUST BUSTING
radius of six miles. There was no worth. Kansas.
answer to that, question, as he hud fall of the Allegheny River during the
L. Bradford Prince this
tidal wave.
The coast defenses at.
hours has greatly impast twenty-fou- r
INARKANSAS been here only a few days, and if he proved
Pert. Royal were destroyed and the morning called the attention of the
the situation at Springdale.
had had the necessary time he could
to
In
the recent death
Chicago of
were
broken through. court
pallisades
not answer, as information of that The water has ceased to flow over the
Bhiclc mud is coming to the surface Judge Joseph E. Gary. The commit- Attorney General Files Suits Against kind could
only be obtained from the lam there. The Allegheny River is
Several of Larger Packing
of the sea.. The conduct of all class tee appointed last year to draft resoluinterior
at Washl'jKton. illdng at its headwaters but the Mon- department
Companies.
es is admirable, but it is hoped that tions on the death of Judge Tule was
He did state, however, that he would ongahela River Is rising at. all points.
the British cruiser Indefatigable will instructed to prepare a memorial for
Half of the houses In West Browns- be in this city for some time.
Judge Gary and present same to th?
oon arrive with marines.
lie are said to be submerged.
Utile Rock, Jan. 18. Suits for al
Court. Judge Gary .was one of the leged violation of the
Relief Ships Reach Kingston.
law,
At McKeesport, the high water has
New York, N. Y., Jir. 18 The lat original members of the bar of the n this state were (lied today by the PROF HEWETT
forced a suspension of operations at
in
the
the
week
last
court
supreme
est official news from the Kingston
district attorney against Armour &
COMING SOON the Tin Plate Works and other plants
liKaxter havo reached this pity from bar of New Mexico under the Kearney Company, the Waters-PiercOil Com- making several thousand men idle. If
Code Court.
a
ovo. quint,-- purer,
..Hammond
Cluantanauio, Cuba, through
Packing Com Will Give Illustrated Lecture Under he rise in the river continues a num
of a century a prominent jurist in
&
ann
Morris
who
has
received
from
Admiral
pany,
Company,
nie
Evans,
o A"haeoloqlr.al Sober of the mills of the National Tulie
He became famous in the
Cudahy Packing Company for amounts
Davis, who was sent to Kingston up Chicago.
vnn h,-- wfii Ji.ve to close down. Fa
ciety Now In Colorado.
anof
celebrated
trial
there
the
on the torpedo boat wntppie, this
aggregating $1,833,000. The present
yette City is surrounded
archists.
action is based upon the alleged con
brief wireles report:
have removed from
The. Archaeological Society is ar- many people
E
W.
and
Pace
A.
John
Attorney
tinued violation of the Arkansas Anli- - ranging for an illustrated lecture by their residences.
'The battleships Missouri and In
and
P.
of
Clayton and Edward
rrust law after the first suit filed last Professor Edgar L. He welt at an early
diana anchored at Kingston at. 8:30 Goldman
are partly submerged and
suburbs
is Davies of Willard were admitted yes October, the Judgment asked for being date in
o'clock this morning. Kingston
February. Professor Hewett. scores of families have vacated their
in in
the nature of penalties. What was who was recently appointed as chief homes. Nearly every house in Black
almost totally destroyed. At least terday afte: oon to practice law
GoldMexico.
Pace
and
Messrs.
New
four hundred iieople were killed and
regarded as a test suit was decided by of the archaeological field forces of the Diamond another suburb is flooded.
oatli of office and sub- the
about five hundred were injured. The man took the
supreme court last, week in the Bureau of Ethnology, will reach Santa All the coal mines In the valley have
Mr.
scribed to the roll this morning.
case of the state against the Ham Fe about February 1. He delivered an been shut down and ten thousand mincity is now quiet."
was given until Febnmry 25 to mond Company.
The validity of the illustrated lecture nt Pueblo this week ers are temporarily out of employThe foregoing dispatch was sent Davies
in and sign the roil,
aw was upheld in this case.
The Whipple be sworn
ment.
of which the Pueblo
Thursday morning.
at. 10 o'clock.
started to return to Crtiantanamo yes- - monday morning
Weather Bureau Issues Forecast.
says:
in
Two
Cases.
Opinions
Jan. IS. The flood
L. Hewitt, director of Amererday with a full reiort of the situa
Washington,
"Edgar
HOUSE
VOTES
In the opinion rendered today by
tion and should have reached the
ican archaeology for the archaeolog situation on the Mississippi River and
W. II. 'Pope in the
INCREASE SALARIES ical institute of America, spoke on the its tributaries is summarized in the
American naval base sometime during Associate Justice
case of Levi R. Thompson and A. B.
last night.
subject of "Ancient Mexico" at Casa following statement, issued by the
Inez
vs.
Maria
McMillen, appellants,
Get Vlvienda, the residence of Dr. R. W. weather bureau today:
Will ' Hereafter
Wireless Message Gives Some Details. Garcia de
Congressman
'court
Snyder, appellee, the
The Ohio River Is still rising beCorwln, last night. As Mr. Hewett
$7,500 and Vice President and
Cape Henry, Jan. 18. The wireles holds that the existence of an easewas the government
Cabinet Officers $12,000.
station received the following mes- ment affords no obstacle to the partiexpert upon low the mouth of the Little Kanawa
whose investigation and report the River. The stage at Pargersburg tosage shortly after midnight, the mes tion of real estate and the cause was
37.6 feet, 4:6 feet, over the
Cuba: ordered remanded to the trial court
sage coming from
Washington. D. C, Jan. IS. By a Mesa Verde National Park was cre day was
his flood stage and rising. At Cincinnali
ated by the Fifty-nintHave overheard by wireless tele for further
Congress,
132
House
92,
vote
of
the
of
to
inconsistRepre
proceedings not
graph from the steamer Colon that ent with the opinion. The cause was sentatives today voted to increase remarks on that subject will be es it was 1.6 feet above the flood stage.
the school house at Kingston fell at
to $7,500 per year. The pecially interesting to the people of The following flood warning was isappealed by the defendants from the their salaries
Colorado.
sued today.
He said In part:
the first shock, killing nimety children. district court of Bernalillo
salary of the Vice President, Speaker
County.
The river at. Mount' Vernon and
"The bill passed by the Fifty-nintThe city of Kingston is in bad shape
of
were
and
the
members
cabinet
involvsuit
case
a
is
The
partition
should rise for at least five
anil, the ruins are still smouldering ing two lots situated in Albuquerque. fixed at $12,000 at the same time. The congress creating the Mesa Verde NaPark
what
tional
with at least thirty-fou- r
fully
accomplishes
longer
days
with about 500 reported killed. The described as lots O and
190V.
March
takes
effect
4th,
of Block 2 change
of
he
of
Colorado
above the flood stage
feet
and,
feet,
Indeed,
Channel of the harbor
people
of Kingston of the Ambrosio Garcia estate. It is
eight
Senate Passes Relief Bill.
the whole country have so much de- indicated by Saturday; tit Paducah
has shifted. ' This cannot be vouched
rethe
Jamaica
The
Senate
in
are
passed
lots
that
the
question
alleged
sired, that Is, the preservation in a and Cairo a rise for several days longfor. The battleships Missouri and In
in possession of the litigants as ten- lief bill Immediately upon the receipt
National Park of all the great ruins er is expected, reaching stages exceeddiana entered the harbor safely.
vote
from
the
without
House
of
the
ants in common, one being an Interior
of Mesa Verde and Mancon canon. It ing flood stages at forty and forty-fivAnother Relief Ship Arrives.
discussion.
court yard or placita, and the other a
was found possible to so write that feet, respectively, the Wabash river
. Washington, D. C, Jan. 12.
A wire
passageway or sagtian leading from Brownsville Resolution Goes Over. measure as to cover not
re
from
Admiral
Evans
only the arch will be practically stationary for the
less message
At the suggestion of Senator Keen,
the placita.
remains on the tract of gov next thirty-sihours at the present
aeological
ceived at. the Navy Yard early today
consid
Senate
further
the
postponed
Justice
Ira
of
Associate
The opinion
to In high stage; the Mississippi River at
also
but
ernment
land
set
aside,
states the United States Steamship A. Abbott
of
resolution
Brownsville
eration
the
R.
today In the case of W.
' clude for purpose of administration all Memphis, three or more feet above
Yangtnn arrived at Kingston at mid- Pilant, appellant, vs. S. Grabfielder until next Monday.
other ruins lying within five miles of flood stage of thirty-threfeet; Athens
with
medical
further
supplies and Company, appellee, recites that
night
the boundaries. This places within four or more feet above flood stage of
and two Associated Press reporters on this cause and that of W. R. Pliant,
CHICAGO BANKER
the jurisdiction of the park officers all forty-twfeet within the next ten
board.
appellant, vs. S. Hersch and Company
ruins of Southwestern days; Arkansas City seven feet, and
the
important
FINALLY
INDICTED
to
Evans Reports
Washington.
appellee, Involved the same facts and
nolorado. If one or more have been Greeneville two feet in about ten
Norfolk, Va Jan. 18. The wireless legal questions and should he consoliomitted they can, under days, and Vicksburg one foot was over
station at CapetiHenry today received dated and decided on one brief from By Federal Grand Jury John R. Inadvertently
the provisions of the Lacey act, be the flood stage of twenty-fivfeet at
Walsh Staves Off Proceedings as
an official message from Rear Admiral each side for both causes, and that
declared national monuments and in- the same time.
Possible
as
Evans and in turn sent a message the opinion rendered by the court
Long
cluded within the jurisdiction of the
from Washington to Admiral Evans, should be decisive of each case.
park, so the legislation secured is
but (he wireless people declined to
Both cases were appealed from the
Chicago, Jan. 18. John R. Walsh absolutely adequate and complete. WEATHER CONDITIONS
ARE STILL UNSETTLED.
give out anything, declaring that district count of Chaves County. The former president of the Chicago Na The
thing that remains to bo
both messages were official.
suits were the outcome of altered tional Bank of this city, which closed done only,
of
to
wishes
out
the
fully carry
Seismic Disturbance in Italy. - promissory notes.
ita doors December 1fi, 1905, was today the
Snow In north and rain In south porof Colorado In this matter
Udine, Italy, Jan. 18. A severe un- Indicted by the Federal Grand Jury is forpeople
tion tonight says the local weather
necesto
the
make
government
dulatory earthquake sock was felt at
for alleged misconduct in the financial
sary appropriations for the building of man. In his forecast today he also
miles from HEAVY RAINS IN
Tolmezzo, twenty-nin- e
management of the Bank. The indict- roads into the park and for the repairs predicts that it will be colder Saturhere at 4:20 this morning. The inhabi
NEW MEXICO ment is based upon ninety-twsepnecessary to preserve the ruins from day.
tants were
and fled
arate transactions, in each of which further
The temperature at G o'clock this
destruction".
Appropriations
from their homes. There was no loss
Gila River Running Bank Full and it is claimed the funds of the Bank for beginning this work will undoubt- morning was 39 degrees. The lowest
of life. Tolmezzo Is situated at the
were unlawfully used, and contains
Traffic With Mogollon Section
be made by the present congress. temperature during last night was 36
southern foot of the Carnio Alps near
counts edly
one hundred and eighty-twCut Off.
The maximum temperature
I am of the opinion that within a very degrees.
Temporarily
Taliamento and is noted for its rainfall
financial oper- few
Silver City, N. M Jan. 18. The re- based upon ninety-twyears the Mesa Verde will be the yesterday was 47 degrees at 2:05 p.
the annual precipitation being about cent
heavy rains in this section of ations conducted or countenanced by most visited of all our National Parks m. and the minimum temperature S:'.
ninety-siinche1. The town has about
the Territory have been the heaviest Walsh.
with the possible exception of the
degrees at 6:35 a. m. The mean tem2,000 Inhabitants.
winter. As a result
of
the
present
perature for the day was 40 degrees
Russian City Reported Destroyed.
MAY
MOUNTAINAIR
New Mexico Is thoroughand the relative humidity was 79 per
St. Petersburg, Jan. 18. Two vto- - southwestern
BE
SUMMER RESORT NO RELIEF FROM
with water to a depth of
cent. The precipitation amounted to
lent earthquake shocks were expe- - ly soaked
This
SEVERE BLIZZARD .01 of an inch.
lenced at Kabu, government of Baku, several feet Into the ground.
has filled the
Willard, N. M Jan. 18. As the
at five o'clock this morning. Kabu abundance of moisture
and the - Gila is completion of the
f
rivers
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 18. This MILLIONAIRE
neighboring
approaches
over
has a population of
16,000 people.
BREWER
it unford-ablIs making further prep- Krtion of the Southwest Is still plashank
the
Fe
Santa
full,
making
running
Two Tremblers Felt In Scotland.
REPORTED AS DYING
to
traffic
with
all
arations
7,000
and
make
Ice.
thick
with
Mountainair,
tered
of
a
consequently
coating
Glasgow, Jan. 18. Two slight earth
the Mogollon district is temporarly feet above sea level, with its fine This condition has existed for the
quake shocks were felt at Oban, Scot- out off. The present high water dem- climate and
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 18. Adolphus
scenery, one of the best past forty-eighoura, and today
no
was
but
'damage
land, yesterday
onstrates the great need of a bridge summer resorts in the West. The there is little prospect, of Immediate Busch, the
who was
are
inhabitants
done. The
greatly across this river at this
a, commodious
hotel
te
attacked
several
with
plans
the
weather
contempla
point
pneumonia
relief,
very
remaining
alarmed, fearing there will be more.
similar to the well known Harvey cold. Telegraph and telephone ser- weeks ago, has suffered another reas are required by law 'printed in hotels on the present main line, and vice in all directions from Kansas lapse and his condition today was
Subscribe for the Dally New Meil blank form by the N&f Mexican the resort will be extensively adver- Olty is still demoralized and all trains again reported as very grave,
can and get the news.
tised all over the country.
Printing Company.
delayed,
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Smolnsk, Russia, Jan. 18.
chief of the rural administration, M.
Krollau was killed Thursday night by
a "school boy named Boriookoff, as the
chief was leaving a concert hall. The
boy who fired the five shots from a
revolver at his victim was immediately shot and, killed by an officer in attendance upon Krollau,
RUSHING

WORK ON
THE BELEN CUT-OF(Albuquerque, N. M Jan. 18. During the past week there have "been delivered to the Grant Brothers Construction Company at Belen two large
locomotives, two cabooses and a number of 'tank and dump cars for use
,
This new equip
on the Belen
ment will he put Into service at once
and the construction company will
rush to completion 'the grading on the
f
con
Rio Puerco end where the
nects with the coast line of the Santa
cut-off-
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ONE JUDGE TO
TRY ANOTHER
Kentucky Court of Appeals Denies
Writ of Prohibition in Hargis
Murder Trial.
Frankfort,
Ky. , Jan. 18. In the
Court of Appeals here today a petition for a writ of prohibition to pre
vent Judge Carnes from trying the
cas of Judge James Hargis, charged
with the murder of Dr. B. D. Cox was
denied, This decision sustains special Judge Carnes, who will now proceed to trial with the case.
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THE DRY FARMING CONGRESS OF ceeil at practically any point on the
TO NEW
IMPORTANCE
plains between ithls city and the n
MEXICO.
of successful agriculture in Kansas
and Nebraska.
The doUbetrations of the
"What 'the approaching Congress
"Dry Farming Congress" which will
meet in Denver next week, will be of bhouhl do is to show the (people- that
great interest to the people of New in order to succeed llicy must adapt
Mexico, and the delegates named from their methods of farming to the cli
The delegation from Artlesia now
the Territory and from the several matic conditions by which they are
to
counties should attend if possible. As surrounded. It should bo an agency in this city is working right hard
far as "dry farming or the Campbell for 'the Instruction and enlightenment secure the creation of a new county
of southmethod of agriculture" is concerned, of 'the people, not a stimulant to a to 'be composed of a portion
of northern
a
and
ern
Chaves
.part
is
in
Mexico
certain
boom."
sections
land
New
Eddy Counties. The delegation is
somewhat better off than are the
constating of two RepubSETTLING THE SACRAMENTO
plains rrgions of eastern Colorado and
licans and three Democrats. ConsidPLAINS.
Wyoming; there they do not have as
that the Democratic members of
good and as rich soil and are in a
The Orogrando 'Times brings good ering
but few and
the
Assembly-arcoming
are
also
colder climate; they
exposed news as to tho settlement by immiunto more frequent and stronger winds. grants and homesteaders of portions far between it cannot be easily
no more Republicans
In eastern New Mexico, especially in of the Sacramento Valley ami
the derstood why
unless It is that
Roosevelt, Guadalupe, Torrance, Lin- p'.riins west of the Sacramento 'Moun- were placed thereon,
so few of tho latter In southare
there
durCounties
Union
and
coln, Quay
tains. The tide of Immigration In
eastern New Mexico.
ing the past two years, considerable eastern New Mexico is great and is
success has attended the farming op- coming westward. The picture painterations initiated and carried ' on ed by the Orogrando Times may be a The press agent of the Jamestown
there by hundreds and hundreds of little overdrawn but there Is evidently exposition Is very busy sending thousands of circulars to western newsnew settlers who have taken up enough 'truth and reality in it.
of a great military disenhomestead claims or desert land
The Times describes the situation papers telling
play that Is to take iplace sit .lames-towtries. However, it must he romern-'bere- in its section ns follows:
This truck has
this sunvnier.
that the rainfall there during
"Si'ttiors are pouring into the Sacrathese years has been somewhat above mento Valley at die present time. come to the ears of members of the
the average and this will not be the West and north of Alamogordo they American Peace Congress and they
case year in and year out. The New have located by the hundred. The are worried. These people are easily
Mexican is not only no pessimist but country Is Checkered with houses that worried evidently. They are as easily
is really optimistically inclined; .nev- have been erected in the past six worried as are the Albuquerque Fakir
sheets tn
ertheless, it is well that the settlers months. These settlers have taken Journal and other yellow
N'ew Mexico when alleged corruption,
In
Mexico
New
eastern
and farmers
up 'homesteads, and will Improve the
;iaft and boodle are said to be about.
pay lieed to the results of the dry country.
farming congress in Denver. That
on
'the
"Some 'rely
present irrigaThe latest rumrr in Washington is
more or less dry farming by the tion system, while the balance will
will
cultivation
methods
of
Campbell
sink wells and, with the use of gaso- that II. S. Senator Tillman of the
have to be resorted to In eastiern line engines, which may be operated Sovereign Stato of South Carolina
New Mexico is generally believed and at. small cost, pump tho wuJor to the believes that President Roosevelt is
that with this method and 'the annual surface, with which to irrigate the responsible- for the Brownsville, Texrainfall, good crops of cereals and soil. This valley is sharing In the as, occurences. If this is true cervegetables, and in certain localities good fortune of the entire southwest, tainly the three companies of the
colored 2"itli V. S. Infantry should not
fruit can and will 'be gathered is the in this 'mailer.
opinion of many who 'have given the
"What has happened M Alamogiwdo have been discharged, but 'the President should be held responsible. Howsubject attention and who have made may bo repeated at. this point.
practical experiments or who have
"In the first place it is possible to ever, it. 'has been established that very
often Senator Tillman's assertions
farmed the lands Which they own in pour out upon the plains oast of
are not at all born out by facts.
the counties named during two,
o'
70,000,000
gallons
nearly
three and more years ipast.
water which are now running to
Concerning the subject, it'lio Denver waste, and which may be utilized to
The Territorial Board of Equaliza'Republican recently contained a time- redeem tho desert, and make of this tion at its present session acted slowly and valuable editorial which the place a hive of Industry, a commer- ly and carefully. Not. many raises or
inhabitants of eastern New Mexico es- cial mart, of more than considerable changes in assessment values were
decided upon, the .members of the
pecially should read and heed. While importance.
this paper does not agree with the
"What lias been lone about Alamo- board believing that, it would be well
Republican in everything it advances gordo In the sinking of wells, may he to act slowly in this stage of transiin this editorial, finding that eastern repeated here. It has been done tn tion and in view of the rapid settleNew Mexico from the northern border the 'past and it may be done again.
ment of eastern New Mexico. This
and as far south as Chaves County
"The only effort it requires to bring nnl!rv at tho leant Joca 110 harm.
and as far east as 1 he main chain of in settle", sii tht point Ib 10 make Whether or not. It was timely and
mt the fact known that, water may be well taken can only be determined by
the Rocky Mountains, is nue
roj- successful farming than obtained.
future events.
by
are eastern Colorado and Wyoming,
"In the 'Panhandle of Texas, the set- condithere
are
nevertheless,
many
tiers are purchasing land at enormous
It is charged by a Denver yellow
tions ;'n all 'these sections that are
prices here it may be had under the sheet that Governor Buchtel of Colosimilar and hence t'ho words of the homestead act."
rado, misquoted tho .Lord's prayer in
Republican's editorial apply more or
Ills recent Inaugural address. Suppos- less. The paper says:
AN IMPORTANT
PROBLEM.
ng lie did. 'Mistakes are liable to
"The Congress which will assemble
That New Mexico is not poor at all lappen in the hest regulated families
in this city next week to consider the
although it is assessed at less than and why should Governor Buchtel not
subject of farming in the arid region $400 a square mile, is shown by a re- make a
slight mistake or a misquota
without irrigation "commonly called cent
report of the census (bureau which tion even if he Is a preacher of rewill
results
achieve
good
dry farming
as a conservative estimate that nown and high standing.
in proportion to its frankness and Its gave
the commercial value of the railroads
faithful recognition of the climatic in
(New 'Mexico not counting the mileFunny things haippen in the state
and other physical conditions which
built, Is about $100,000,- of Kansas. The Topeka State Journal
confront agriculture in this part of age recently
000, or more than twice as much as for Instance remarks:
the country.
the entire present taxable assessed
"Kansas legislators do not seem
"The purpose should be to enlighten valuation.
Interests
timber
The
so anxious for the Square Deal
the public and particularly the people which are assessed for taxes at only nearly
as they were a few weeks before the
who may be seeking homes In the far a
quarter of a million dollars, last election when the people were getting
west. It should not permit anything year
produced five quarter million dolto go Into their booths and do
to go forth under its authority which lars worth of timber and are worth at ready
little voting."
would not bear the test of time and least ten million dollars. The mining
Nothing can be gained interests which produced five million
experience.
The Japanese national budget for
for the cause of 'dry farming' or the dollars last year are assessed at only
907 according to the minister
of
settlement of the arid region by perof that sum although the'
mitting homeseekei's to be deceived. capitalist who would try to buy up finance of the land of Nipoi,, will be
The climate of this section 'has not all New Mexico mining proierties for between .105 and 310 millions of dolchanged, and ordinary methods of a hundred million dollars would have lars. That is a pretty good sum for
farming such as the people employ In a hard time of it. It is thus with other a poor country like Japan. Looking
Iowa and llinois will surely fail in interests and an estimate which gives at it in the right way, therefore, there
seems to be little danger of a war behe course of time.
the total value of .personal and real tween
Japan and the United States.
"In cider to reclaim the arid rebilproperty In New Mexico at half a
gion to successful agriculture in lo- lion dollars cannot be far out of the
calities where irrigation is impractic- way. But even with an assessment
The now Panama Canal Company
able, it will be necessary to do one for taxing purposes of only $40,000,-000- , recently reorganized in France deof two things. It will be necessary
taxes are paid annually on only clines to pay taxes which the French
to secure species or varieties of $.00,000,000, the other .$10,000,000 by government is endeavoring to impose
cereals and other farm products whl'Ch dttvious methods escaping payment of upon it. This company is evidently
by virtue of being very drought resis- taxes not to speak of about $3,000,000 taking as an example the conduct of
tant, will grow without irrigation un- legally exempt. Surely, a problem the Albuquerque Fakir 'Journal and
der ordinary farm methods, or else that is worthy of the statesmanship other tax dodgers in the Duke City.
something better than ordinary meth- of the coming Legislative Assembly! Human nature is human nature whether in Paris or In Albuquerque.
ods will have to he employed.
"The development of drought resisFrom Topeka comes the report that
tant plants, although interesting from
The House of iRepreseivtatives of
statesmen are angry bea scientific point o,f view, is after all many Kansas
ttw Texas legislature Is still very
Senator-shiStates
United
cause
the
slow. 'The immediate settlement of
there has been settled and Represen- busy with the case of U. S. Senator
the plains region calls for something tative Curtis elected to be Senator. Bailey. The Senator's foes so far are
In
more expeditious. This is found
to
were about
up their scoring points and his
the Campbell system of tillage, ant? They whether or notmaking
the Senate is not at all certain. Moral,
candidates
to
be
minds
to it we referred in saying that some- and now find that
they are too slow. U, S. Senators should keep away from
thing better than ordinary farm meth- Here la a hint to New Mexico states- corporations and trusts.
will
to
be
have
ods
employed. Prop- men that should not be lost sight ef
erly applied, the Campbell system will by them. Whenever New Mexico
The U. S. Senate has wasted two
solve the problem of agriculture on comes In as a
single state, they had weeks of time In discussing the
the plains of eastern Colorado and best be
ready and say if they want Brownsville incident and has come to
eastern Wyoming, and it will be the to
the new state In the up- no conclusion. The discussion has
represent
special duty of the approaching
branch of the National Congress. not been of any good to the country,
per
to draw a distinction between
but prolific in creating 111 feeling in
this system and ordinary farm meththe Senate. It is high time that the
Chaves
that
few
years
'
During the
ods Jike those employed In the MisRoosevelt Counties have matter were dropped, the country is
and
Eddy
sissippi Valley.
it.
of
tired
more very
There Is danger that the Campbell been a separate judicial district,
cases have been filed in the district
system will 'get a black eye' through
were
Preparations for county divisions
the failure of shiftless, Ignorant or court from those counties than
filed to all of the years preceding. are going on a pace; new county .prowhich,
on
the
careless farming
plains
All quarterly records were broken In moter propose, hut the 37th Legislacoins under the name of the Campbell
the amount of fees turned Into the tive Assembly will dispose.
system, will not be that system in any
we have no more territorial treasury by the district for
sense whatever,
The
ending December 21, 190G.
The New Mexican Printing Company
right to snrppose that ordinary farm- Thesequarter
unusual signs of is prepared to do the best of brief
are
rather
of
east
on
the
succeed
will
plains
ing
but are as positive Indications work In short order and at very reasDenver now than we had fifteen years growth
as would 'be a federal census.
onable rates. lawyers whodeslre to
ago. The climate is the same that
have their
printed rapidly and
It was then, and' he is a Mind Header
Indications are that tho 37th hogU- correctly a.md to present them to the
of ithe blind Who renreaents that there
has 'been any change dn that respect, native Assembly will get down to busl- Supreme Court now In session here
But we have a Tight .to say that a ness as soon as organized. There Is on time, should call on the New Mexfarmer Who faithfully employs the, no good reason why this should not ican Printing Company and leave their
orders.
Campbull system of tillage will sue- be lie case,
n
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ALBUQUERQUE.
In a recent editorial the Albuquer
que Fakir Journal questions "How to
Reduce Taxation?" It then goes on
and talks a lot of balderdash, concern
ing fire Insurance companies, and
Improved protection against fires and
the like, but It does not go to the
The proper
nub of the situation.
way to reduce taxation"1n Albuquerque and In Iiernaillo county Is to return right and honest valuations of
property owned there for taxable purposes; there is the rub! for instance;
the company that owns the Albuquerque Fakir Journal makes a tax return of about orieenth of the real of
its property; real estate in nine cases
cut of ten in the Duke City is returned
at. from
to
and
of its soiling price; the Aimer-leaLumber Company for instance
puts its vast possessions at a very
small percentage; valuable land grant
properties in tho county are assessed
r.t.
and less valuation. Again
the way to reduce taxation In Herna-lillCounty and Albuquerque is to
make fair and just assessments of
property owned anil which Is liable
to taxation under the laws of tf.e Ter
ritory.

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas.
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Mrs. Le Jeune's

Under Difficulties

1907.

18,

TflE PALACE HOTEL

Pudding
The girl with the raspberry-coloher hat
plume curling underneath
seated herself with a sigh of exhaustion. "It is simply dreadful to have to
come back to town to shop," she said.
"Isn't it!" agreed the girl with the
tanned arms. But her tone was abstracted. "I really didn't need anything and should not have come at all
l
only I wasn't going to let that egotist-leaMillie Adams win out," she added.
"Whadshedo?" asked the girl with
the raspberry plume.
Her friend sighed. "My dear," she
said, leaning over the table, "that girl
.Is selfishness incarnate!
Anyhow, I
don't see how I could be expected to
know all about It! I'm sure nobody
could blame me because Gordon Lane
haunted my very footsteps up at the
camp. Whenever there was any place
to go or anything to do Gordon was on
hand. He was devotion itself and ha
certainly has a way of looking at
person that well, when he told me
his sister had written him that she
was coming up and Intended to bring
one of the girls along, I said that was
perfectly lovely and I should try to
help give them a good time."
"Of course," agreed the other girl.
"We had a row down to the station
to get them," went on the girl with
was a
the tanned arms. "There
broiling sun and It was three miles
and I had to steer, for it was a big
boat, We got there simply exhausted
and I had the worst sunburn on my
face and hands you ever saw, but I
never mentioned It, because Gordon
likes girls who are keen on outdoor
sports.
"IThere they are!' Gordon said, as
we saw the two come down the platform. ' I wonder what girl Dot has
brought with her?'
"Then, as he looked, he gave a
funny little choke and said something
I did not catch. Dot Lane came running up with her face beaming and
kissed her brother enthusiastically.
" 'I thought I'd bring you a surprise,'
she cried. 'I knew there was no one
on earth you'd rather see than Millie,
especially as you didn't expect her.
But she came back from the east
ahead of time, so I just brought her
along.' Then she pushed forward a
regular dream of a girl in cool linen,
with the most carefully kept complexion and angelic hands.
"I knew right away that I never
should like Millie. She seemed so absolutely sure that Gordon was perfectly delighted to see her that I felt
so sorry for the poor boy! He seemed
dreadfully embarrassed for some reason and If I hadn't known his real
feelings I would have said be seemed
glad, too, but I knew he Just put It on
to be polite. Millie walked away with
him toward the boat with the most
brazen assurance, leaving me to follow with his sister.
"Dot Just beamed as she watched
them. 'Gordon Is so surprised and
pleased, dear boy,' she murmured,
'that he Is quite tipset. They aren't
really engaged, but we all know how
matters stand. Really, his devotion
to Millie has hum somothins beautiful
and it has gone on for two years now.
I don't believe he even thinks of another girl!'
"I just stared at her and thought of
all the things I might say, but I was
too diplomatic. I decided that I'd let
actions speak for themselves. I knew
that Gordon couldn't drop me simply
because this conceited Millie Adams
fancied he carel for her. I had no
doubt it was just a little flirtation
that she had taken seriously and
nothing like the de p feeling he had
for me. Why, the beautiful things he
had said to me!
"I can't say we had very good times,
for Gordon acted so subdued, though
I tried hard to show him that I knew
I was really first In his thoughts. Millie tried to do the same thing, too,
and I thought It pretty forward of
her. I think these girls with delicate
complexions are always selfish, don't
you?
"Gordon and I never had a minute
to ourselves; not one minute! To be
sure, neither did Millie and he, but
that wa different entirely. His sister
seemed so worried. She said she
couldn't imagine what had come over
her brother, that he was getting thin
and did not seem happy. It was so
stupid of her not to see it was the
Adams that
persecutions of Millie
were spoiling his vacation for him.
"She looked
triumphant when
she told me that Gordon was going
back to town with her and his sister
that my heart bled for the poor boy.
I gave him one comforting glance and
said what a jolly party we'd be, because I intended to take that train,
too, to go In for some shopping. I
wish you could have seen her face!
a little groan of
And Gordon gav
relief, I am certain. . Men are so helpless In a situation like that and I
knew he'd admire my cleverness!"
"He certainly must have done so,"
said the girl with the raspberry
plume, fervently. "By the way, I met
him Just before I came in here, rushing toward a car with a suitcase.
asked where he was going and he
looked at me In a strange way and
said to the farthest point of the earth
his money would carry him. I didn't
understand what he meant then,

JANUARY

FRIDAY,

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.
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Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Le Jeune
were sitting In the dining room of
their pretty little uptown apartment.
The furniture was all new and pretty,
the table was neatly laid with sliver,
glass, snowy linen and a vase ipf flowers, but Mrs. Le Jeune looked tired
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
and disheveled. Her hair did not look
as if It had been combed, and she did
not appear to have dressed for dinner. Mary, the maid, was bringing In
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travel rs.
the soup.
o
"Freddie, dear," said Mrs. Le Jeune,
New
"you can't imagine how tired I am.
I've worked in the kitchen all the
afternoon, making the pudding for
dinner. I made it every bit myself,
out of my new cookbook that Aunt
Maria gave me for a wedding present."
"Couldn't Mary make It?" Inquired
Mr. Le Jeune.
BERGERE
Mrs.
paused a moment
before replying. Then she said with
GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR
"Of
a slight accession of dignity:
course, Mary could make it. But I
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
wanted to make it myself for you.
Don't you want your wife to know
how to cook?"
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
"Sure," said Mr. Le Jeune; "every
Purely a Mutual Insurance Company,
woman ought to know how to cook.
What's that on the front of your
dress?"
Mrs. Le Jeune scratched the front
t
of her
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates,
with her finger nail,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
"Oh," said she, "that's only a little
egg that spattered on while I was
heating it."
"What's the matter with your hair?"
inquired Mr. Le Jeune.
"Well, I didn't get time to comb U
before dinner," said Mrs. Le Jeune, a
trifle ooldly. "I was busy with ths
pudding."
"Did mother call
said Mr.
Le Jeune, who seemed to have a
thirst for Information.
"Yes," replied his wife, "but I just
couldn't see her. I had to send down
word that I was out."
LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
Mr. Le Jeune looked grave. "But
isn't this your day at home?" he
queried.
-"Of course It Is," said Mrs. Le
Jeune, somewhat impatiently, "but
what could I do? If I had seen her
I wouldn't have had time to make the
pudding."
"I know," responded her husband,
"but it's rather hard on the mater.
Would it have been the same if it had
been your mother?"
it wouldn't,
"No,, of course
My
mother could have come out In the
kitchen with me. Would you have
had your mother see me looking like
this?"
Mr. Le Jeune. ate in silence.
"Mary," said Mrs. Le Jeune, "you
might just bring in that pudding now.
I'll be serving it while Mr. Le Jeune
American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
is finishing his roast."
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
"But aren't you going to eat any
meat?" exclaimed Mr. Le Jeune.
Department Open Day and Night, Press the Button we do the rest.
"No, I can't eat a thing," replied his
wife, wearily. "I'm not hungry."
Mr. Le Jeune leaned back in his
chair, knife and fork In hand.
"But, my dear girl," said he, "it certainly Isn't much pleasure for me to
eat while you are eating nothing."
"Oh, for goodness' sake, don't urge
me, Freddie," said Mrs. Le Jeune,
pettishly; "I couldn't eat a mouthful.
The smell of the cooking all the afternoon has taken away all my appetite."
One of the Best Restaorarts in Ihe fcuthwest.
"You mean you are so anxious to
see the inside of that pudding that
you can't stop to eat," said Mr. Le
I
Jeune, sapiently.
"Well, Fred," said Mrs. Le Jeune,
with dignity, "I certainly think it Is
unnecessary for you to ridicule me
REGULAR MEALS 35c MEAL TICKET, 21 Meals ts- just because It's the first pudding I
ever made."
FIRST CLASS SHORT ORDERS-SERV- ED
Mr. Le Jeune laid down his knife
A LA CARTE.
and fork. "My dear girl! I ridicule
All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Preyou!" he exclaimed.
pared by New Cook From El Paso."
"It has taught me a lesson," she
"I'll
continued, swallowing hard.
;
in
Up.
never tell you again when I make anyI respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals nt
thing. Why should I? It didn't make
any difference to you whether I make
my restaurant, south side plaza.
it, or Mary."
At that moment Mary brought the
pudding and placed it before Mrs. Le
Jeune. Mrs. Le Jeune tried to cut it
with a silver knife.
"Mary," said
he, with authority, "you might Just
bring me the carving knife."
Mary brought the knife, which Mrs.
Le Jeune manipulated.
"It cuts perfectly easy," she observed, somewhat defiantly.
"Well, I didn't say anything," said
Mr. Le Jeune.
Mrs. Le Jeune served the pudding
and watched Mr. Le Jeune as he took
his first mouthful. Then she sudden"You don't like
ly burst Into tears.
It," she sobbed, hysterically.
"My dear girl, I think it's delicious,"
said Mr. Le Jeune.
"You don't, any such thing," said
Mrs. Le Jeune; "I was watching your
face. I guess I know the expressions
of your face. I was a "fool to make
have known you
It for you. I
so
wouldn't like It. And I
and now you don't
It,"
she finished pathetically.
She put her face in her handkerWEST SIDE OF PLAZA i t t SA NTA E, N. M
chief and sobbed. Mr. Le Jeune rose,
his napkin falling to the floor. He
went around the table, put his arm
around Mrs. Le Jeune, pulled her head
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
The Legislative Manual for 1905 01
over on his shoulder, and smiled Incan and get the news.
for
histories,
Book
New
Blue
Mexico,
but"
as he patted her velvet
wallel the girl with the scrutably
and official compendium of value to
N. Y. Press.
cheeks.
o
tanned arms, '"I Just knew that Millie
eveiy business man and officer and
Adams' running after him would drive
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Produces Criminals.
him to do something rash! Did you
"The liquor traffic tends to produce! Price $1.50. Address the New Mex
find out what his address would be? I
criminality In the population at large lean Printing Company, Santa Ts,
suppose, though, a letter would be for- and
among the saloon
warded to him." Chicago
Daily
The New Mexican can do printing
keepers themselves. Theodore Roose
News.
velt.
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor! Every piece of
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn-toto pay for a rfork we turn out. Try our work once
If
afford
cauuot
you
out some of the most artlstlo dally
subscribe for the Weekly and you will certainly come again. We
It 1b the New paper,
binding In the Southwest.
Review and get the have all the facilities for turning out
Mexican
la
mojt completely equipped blnderr
of
cream
week's
the
every class of work, including one of
doings. It la
the Rocky Mour-talStates south of
the best binderies in the west
friends.
to
to
send
your
good
paper
Is headquarters for legal blanks ol all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
The New Mexican Priming Company
The public is Bhowrag its apprecia
In handling land office blanks, necesa large supply of pads
sary in homestead entries and in min- tlou of the attractive circulars sent has on hand
eral applications. Prices low, especi- out by the New Mexican Printing the desk, and also for lawyers and
will
ally In quantities. Circulars giving Company, In regard to rubber stamps, merchants; good anywhere. We
sell them at five cents in book form,
full Information furnish' u
but will give a discount on quantities.
Subscribe for the Dally Ne
.:.
and get J news.
vw
If you want, anything on earth try
Subscribe tor the D&il, New Me.
New Mexlogn "ad."
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Valuations placed by the Territorial
Board of Equalization upon the differ
ent classes of property throughout the
T
OF IANTA PC.
U- Territory of New Mexico, at its regular January meeting, 1907.
In
T.
of
8.
new
at
of
of
wonderful
the southern part
the A.,
Estancia Valley
and
the
Wlllard is located
main line
the Junction
the
F., and the Santa Fe
Railroads.
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has Mne water In abundance and it is the only point on the entire new line where
there ia good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
On the Pecos Valley & NortheastF
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station in the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
ern Railway Company, main line from
The oldeit banking Institution In New Mexico, established In 1170.
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
its
Carlsbad
K
mile,
depot
north,
per
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
and Its railroads make It easily accessible to all parts of the country. It is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
$3,750.00.
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, It has excellent business openings. It Is worth your while to investigate. If you are a live one, Wlllard
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
LEVI A. HUQHE8, Vice President.
From its Carlsbad depot, south, per
wants you. The townsite Is owned by
mile, $3,000.00.
Assistant Cashier.
On all tts side tracks and switches,
per mile, $1,000.00,
On the New Mexico and. Arizona
Railroad Company, per mile, $4,750.00.
S
UimU
SK
Prcdta
'ad
and
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
Surplus
Capital (1H,tM.
On all it side tracks and switches,
Call on or address
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pret,
per mile, $1,000.00.
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
On the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD.
Fe Railroad Company, from its AlTransacts a general banking business In all ita branch. Loan
reason of Homeseekers ticket reading to other pointa the country around Wlllard has beet, .omewhat overlooked and vacant
By
yet remains
buquerque depot north, per mile,
-open to homestead entry comparatively close In.
$7,500.00,
money on the most favorable term on all kind of partonal and
From its Albuquerque depot to
curlty. Buy and sells bond and ttock In all market for
Rincon, per mile, $6,000.00.
From Rincon to Deming, per mile, de within ten miles of railroad $5.00
COMMON PROPERTY.
HIRAM T. IROWN,
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
$0,000.00.
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
per aero.
of thi elvlllied
From Rincon io Texas line, per
D. g. Mineral Surrey
makes telegraphlo transfers of monsy to all part
Timber lands east of the Rio- Gran- Public Praise Is Public Property.
'
W
mile, $6,000.00.
Santa Fe People May Profit By
New MexlM
feita I",
ATTORf'EYtATLAW.
de, within ten miles of any railroad,
world on a liberal term a are ytven by any
From Its Albuquerque depot west, $3.50
Local Experience.
per acre.
per mile, the same as Is fixed by
Grateful people will talk.
lands over ten
All other timber
gney, public or private. Interest a'lowsd on time depolte at the
act of Congress. On its Silver City miles from
Tell their experience for the public
MAX. FROST.
any railroad, $1.50 per
NOTARY PUBLICS.
'
at law.
acre.
good.
rate of three per cent per annum, on a tlx month' or year's trm. g branch, per mile, $4,500.00.
Attorney
On its White Water spur, per mile,
Santa Fe citizens praise Doan's
New Merlco.
SanU Ft
Coal lands wttfhln ten miles of any
!
tock and product.
mad on consignments of llv
$2,500.00.
Liberal advanc
Pills.
acre $20.00.
railroad,
per
operated
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
On ita Lake Valley branch, per mile,
Kiduey sufferers appreciate this.
Ooal lands, more than ten miles
H Thi bank cxecutei all order of It patron In the banking line, and
Notary Public.
$3,000.00.
find
relief
for
They
from a railroad, per acre, $10.00,
every kidney ill.
Office with the New Mexlcau
On Ms Socorro and Magdalena
H. B. HOLT,
I
con- Read what this citizen says:
aim to xtend to them a Mbral triatmem Ir. all respects, a
Lands.
Mineral
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
j
Attorney-at-Lawbranch, per mile, $3,250.00.
Thomas Quiutana of San Miguel St.,
All patented mineral lands, other
New Mexico.
On its Santa Fe and Lamy branch,
ltent with safety and the principle of tound banking, Safety De"When I noticed Doan's Kidney Las Cruces,
says:
than coal lands, per acre, $20.00.
'
Practices in the district courts as
Pills advertised in a Sauta Fe paper,
per mile, $3,500.00.
box, for tu.L The eatronag of the publlo It reassotfully te- ...it
The value fixed upon agricultural, I came to
r
On its Cerrlllos Coal Railroad, per
REAL ESTATE AND MINES.
the conclusion that they well as before the Supreme Court of
mineral
and
grazing
coal,
timber,
Melted.
mile, $3,000.00,
would be just the treatment required the Territory.
in
to
and
are
intended
to
apply
On its Lag Vegas Hot Springs lands
by Mrs. Quiutana. She suffered from
clude all land grants, and agricultural, brckache I cannot tell
branch, per mile, $3,000.00.
for how long,
ROMAN L. BACA,
On its Blossburg branch, per mile, timber, coal, mineral and grazing bu. very often she wa? unable to do
RICHARD H. HANNA.
Real Estate and Mines.
shall be classisuch
on
lands
granU,
the
housework. More than
$3,500.00.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Attorney at Law.
such by the prop- once slightest
I have seen her scarcely able to Phone
On Its Hanover branch, per mile. fied and assessed as
Office Griflln building, Washington
Office, Griffin Blk
officers.
er
move
about
the
house.
intenthe
With
$2,000.00.
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
If
NEW MEXICO JV11L11AKY INS 111
City, town, village aud all other tion of testing the remedy thoroughly,
On its Santa Rita branch, per ml'le,
nronertv not herein enumerated; shall I went to Ireland's
KOSWKtX, NSW MBX1CO.
$2,000.00.
Pharmacy for a
a basis of GO per box of Doan's
Q. W. PRICHARD,
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
On all Its Hide tracks and switches, be assessed upon
Kiduey Pills and she
value.
cash
and Counselor at Law.
Its
of
cent
the" treatment.
Attorney
commenced
She
took
$1,000.00.
per mile,
TH MILITARY SCHOOL OF NSW MEXICO
$12.50
head
In
all the District Courts
Practlcei
a second box and then a third when
On the Colorado and Southern Rail Stonk horses, uer
15.00 the
MASONIC.
Saddle horses per head
last attack of backache stopped and gives special attention to cases
way Company, per mile, $5,250.00.
40.00 and for
American horses, per head
months she has had before the Territorial Supreme Court
eightOn its Oatskill branch,
per mile, American mules, per head
50.00
iSstftblished and Supported by the Territory.
Montezuma Lodge N
complete immunity from pain. Some- Ofllce, Laughlin Bit, Santa Fe, N. M.
$2,000.00.
15.00
A. M. Re?u
1, A. T.
thing novel In her existence."
On all its side tracks and switches, Common mules, per head......
Stock catle north of the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
lar communication first
BIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
per mile, $1,000.00.
10.00 cents.
"narallel. ner head
Co., Buffalo,
Monday of each month
On the Southern
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Pacific Railway
Colleg3a. New buildings, all furnishings aud equipments modern and comStock cattle south of the 35th
New York, sole agents for the United
at
at
Masonle Hall at 7:30
law.
Company, per mlie, $3,000.00.
Attorney
electric-lighteall conveniences.
9.00 States.
baths,
plete;
parallel, per head
Baut Fe,
On all Its side tracks and switches,
New Merlco.
m.
p.
stock
Remember the name Doan's and
Cattle, other than range
Palace Ave
Office, Sena Blk.
per mile, $1,000.00.
TUITION, BOARS and LAUNDRY, 8250 per session. Session Is
H. F. STHPHENS, W. M.
15.00
n
head
Oysters again at the Bon Ton.
On the El Paso and Northeastern
ihree terms ot thirteen weeks each.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
1.00 take no other.
Common goats, per head
Railway Company, from Texas line
Improved Angora goats, per head 2.00
R08WBLL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
north, per mile, $0,500.00.
Santa Fe Chapter, No,
head
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
CHAS. A. LAW,
Sunshine jvery dayfrom September to June.
On all its side tracks and switches, Sheep, per
2.00 as are
head
1, R. A. M.
in
Burros,
per
required
Regular
law,
by
printed
t
Law.
Attorney-aper mile, $1,000.00.
convocation 2nd Monblank form by the New Mexican U. 8. Land Office Practice, a
Swine per head
RBOBNTS-Nath- au
lalla, W. X Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
On the Ataiogordo and SacramenSpecialty
Banks.
Printing Company.
day of each month at
New Mexico
Clayton,
to Railroad Company, per mile, $3,000.
Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
stock
Masonic Hal at T.l
other
and
National
banking
For particulars address
On
all tts side tracks and switches,
COL, J, W. WILLSCN, Supt.
TO SET YOU RIGHT.
9- - m.
60 per cent of its par
at
and
surplus,
per mile, $1,000.00.
A good many people Imagine that
S. SPITZ, H. P.
estate and improveOn the Denver & Rio Grande Rail- value, and all real
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
AKTmJR SBLIGMAN, Secy.
to be malt is an intoxicant. To set you
road Company, from Santa Fe to Co- ments heloneintr to such banks,
Attorney at law.
assessed as other property in that lo right on this point, we say, most emlorado line, per mile, $3,000.00.
Lai Cruces, New Mexico.
wnore phatically, tnat Dr. Laurltzen's Health
Santa Fe Commandery No.
buildings
banking
except
cality,
On the Denver & Rio Grande RailStates
District
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Attorney.
any morlion of Its capital stock is In Table Malt and Malt Tonic are NOT United
road Company from Antonito to
Intoxicating at all. For sale by
in such buildings.
iuuriu uouaay in eacn
Kjgagj-line, on that part of the line vested
r
H. a. KATJNB ft; CO.
month at Masonic Hall at
and Telephone Lines.
Telegraph
In
New
Mexico, per mile,
running
Phone 26.
":S0 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
lines carrying one
All telegraph
A.
W.
POLLARD,
$4,250.00.
CITY BOTTLING WORK8. Phone 18
W. H. KENNHDT, Recorder.
Attorney at law.
On all its side tracks and switches, wire, per mile, $50.00.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these watFor each additional wire, per mile,
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p.
id.,
lit bound $1; ot New Mexico. 1897. sheen
The Pecos Valfey Railroad lands in almost Instantly allayed by applying
paper bound, 75c; Missouri
viz:
,
and cultivation of,
upon,
Roosevelt County, $1.25 per acre.
Pleading forms, 15; Missouri Code
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 2o cents.
Jose Alires, Marcos Anaya, Juan
Galls-teo- ,
Pleadings, $6; the two for 110: Adatt- For sale by all Druggists.
Agricultural Land.
v
Vianueva, .Juan Ortega, all of
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Agrlcufcural land In actual cultiva
MINING ENGINEERS.
New Mexico.
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
tion with permanent water rights not
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
less than $15 per acre.
leather, 13; 1905 English and SD&nish
If you would be immune from dis
Register.
and Spanish pamphlet, 12.25; full
Agricultural lands actually in cul ease, keep the system healthy. Each
tivation wltlbout permanent
water successive cold weakens the constitu
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.60;
Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
CONY T. BROWN,
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pockot
rights not less than $7.50 per'acre.
tion and renders infectious diseases
Do you know that rheumatic pains
Mining Engineer,
two
Docket.
slnsle. 11.25:
nr
Agricultural lands capable of culti more liable. cnamDeriain's
uougn can be relieved? If you doubt this
New Mexico
Treasurer
and
jretaiy
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Suvation, but not actually In cultiva Remedy will cure your cold promptly
try one application of Chamberof Mines,
just
Seheel
tion, under ditch or artesian lands, and restore the system to Its normal lain's Pain Balm.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, inIt may not give tocerre,
New Mexico
not less than $5 per acre.
make
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
condition. For sale by all druggists.
you relief from pain but will
$3.30 each: ComDilatlon
Comoration
Grazing Land.
rest and sleep possible and that
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
Grazing lands wltih stock water
means a great deal to any one
For sale
thereon by wells or otherwise, so lo50c; Moneys Digest of New Mexico
Having been sick for the past two afflicted with rheumatism.
CIVIL ENQ'RB AND PURVEYORS.
cated or situated as Ito utilise privi- years with a bad stomach trouble, a by all druggists.
Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
full list school blanks.
leges of grazing on government lands, friend gave me a dose of Chamberlain' Stomach and Liver, Tablets.
Iter acre, $1.25.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
fnie Nington Typewriter lasts truest. 3o does the Remington-Operato- ri
A GOOD HOTEL.
Grazing lands so situated or locat They did me so much good that I
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
The Hotel Normandle is now pre
jSk'Wjckoff, Seamans Si Benedlcr.C327 Droadway. New York.-'- l
CORBET A 8MYTHE.
ed as to 'utilize grazing privileges on bought a bottle of them and have been repainted, and refurnished, and
Civil, Mining and Hydrsulle
pared to accommodate its guests in
government land, without stock water, used twelve bottles in all. Today I is now one of the best in the Terria first class manner. They have first
fim well of --& bad stomach trouble.
Engineers.
per acre $1.00.
tory. They handle everything In the
class rooms, first class dining room
Grazing lands other than above spe Mrs. John Lowe, Cooper, Maine. eating line from both eastern and Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
service, and the prices are moderate.
These tablets are for sale by all drug- - western markets. A call will convince
cified, per acre, SO cents.
East side Plata... ..Sauta Fe, N. M
It will pay you to stop there.
Timber lands, west of the Rio Gran-- gist
you that they know the business.
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PERSONAL MENTION

H

Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 60.
Lltmis Cerflflcados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Recibos Supervisores de
Camlnos, 25c.
General Blanks,
Bond fo' Deed,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity, i sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate ot Marrage, 75c per Do

-- 57

nr. J.

M. Cunningham, of East Las
president of the San Miguel
National Hank, has gone to Boston on
financial business.
Hon. T. D. Cation was expected to
return
this evening from Denver
whither he went early in the week on
professional business.
Eduardo Otero of hos I.mias, who Is
managing a sheep ranch for his uncle,
Jfim. Solomon l.una, is In the city for
a week's visit among relatives and
friends.
.1. P. Earickson. commercial .traveler
with headquarters In Hast I.4ia Vegas
interviewed Santa Fe 'mertoday
chants.
A. T. Roger, Jr., I.as Vegas attorHotel
ney, registered at the Palace
last night. 'Mr. Rogers ime on legal
business before the Territorial
Court.
Mayor M. O. Bursum of Siworro,
chairman of the Republcan Territorial
Central Committee, reached the city
at noon today and will remain here
several days on business.
S. R. Leonard of Denver, district
superintendent of the Western. Union
Telegraph Company, ts attending to
official business in the Capital. He
will he here for a few days.
The Misses Simmons of Colorado
Springs are spending a few days sightseeing In Santa Fe. They have filed
on homestead claims In the Estancia
Valley near the town of Estancia.
Adam J. Weiss, or Tel Norte, Colorado, who has been in the city several
dtiys an business, left yesterday for
his hrtme. Mr. Weiss is engaged In
the general merchandise business at
Del Norte.
Chairman R. M. Bureh, of the
County Board of Commissioners,
after attending to official business
here for several days went, to hi
northern home this forenon via the
Santa Fe.
Miss Ethel Harvey of Wichita was
.
among the arrivals yesterday at
She has filed on a homestead
claim near that place and is making
preparations to have a house built on
the premises at. once.
and
Perfocto Esquibel,
of Rio Arriba County and a
well known sheep raiser,- - is registered at the Coronado from his home
at Tierra lAmarllhi. Mr. Esquibel has
many friends in this city.
E. H. Bickford, manager of the
Lake Valley mines and also in charge
of landed Interests In Sierra and Luna
Counties, with headquarters at Lake
Valley is a guest, at the' Claire Hotel.
He is here on business for his com

INVITATION TO ALL
WE ARE TAKING THE PLEASURE
TO INFORM THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL THAT WE ARE DOING BUSBUILDING
NEW
INESS IN OUR
AND IF YOU WILL BE KIND
A
ENOUGH TO FAVOR US WITH
TAKE GREAT
WE WILL
CALL
YOU
SHOWING
PLEASURE IN
AROUND.

N. Salmon

Mori-arty-

zen.
Official Bond,

sheet.
Notice ot Sale Under Foreclosure of
,..
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate ot Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note,
RAGLARDS
sheet.
sheet.
Satlsfaeton of Mortgage,
I HOREHOUND SYRUP.
sheet.
Assignment ol Mortgage,
results
to
Pleasant tafee, rayicl
sheet.
Lease,
9
Ytntlilntr , inturimiA.
Ahtnina
vuuLaiun nwiii".
Lease of Personal Property,
COLDS,
COUGHS,
sheet.
CURES
SOkli THROAT,
sheet.
Chat tie Morlgage,
COUlifl AND
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet.
ALL HJLMCNARY UlSliASES.
sheet.
Power of Attorney;
Mrs. J. 0. Jenkins, Denver,
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Colo., writuB: "I euu't nay
d
sheet.
enough fur Jiiillai'd'a
sheet.
Syrup, it bun cured
Acknowledgement,
and
of
my
sheet.
my baby tho croup
Mortgage Deed,
severo
of
Coughs.
cbttdrua
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
I kuow no bettor mudleino."
sheet.
Clause,
25c, 53c and $1.00
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
sheet.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
sheet.
Option,
ST. IXTS. MO.
sheet.
Notice of Protest,
Notaries' Notice ot Publication,
sheet.
Cold and Recommended
y
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet. '
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Now selling at and below cost ossheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
trich illumes, fancy wings and feathsheet.
Relinquishment,
ers all at a barcain.
Felt hats at
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
your own price. Cull early and selecf
Homestead Application,
the cream of the lot.
sheet.

Baby

wont cry if
you give Him

Winter Millinery

Miss A. Mugler.

Affidavit,

LEGAL BLANKS.
The New Mexican
puny has the largest

OF

In--

first-clas-

panies.
Mr. and Mrs. IT, C. Abbott
daughter, Miss May Abbott, of Spring- Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location N'otlce,
er, reached the city last night and are
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
registered at the Palace Hotel. Mr.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Abbott Is a member-elec- t
of the House
No'ice Mining Location, 2 sheet.
of Representatives of the 37th Legissheet.
Piacer Mining Location,
lative Assembly from Colfax County.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
A. V. Logan, of Artesia, is in town.

Logan has joined the contingent
that in working for the creation of
Arlosia County. He is a strong Donv
nc.rnt. Hmt. neverllieless
is of the
opinion that lie will have considerable
influence with Republican members of
the Assembly.
Julian Trujillo, of Chimayo, Rio ArOT tllC
ptlli wuj', - moimUou-alootfrom
the
Legislative
Assembly
Seventh Representative district, composed of the counties of Rio Arriba
and San Juan, arrived in the city this
evening and will remain here during
the coining two months.

'J

i

WINTER GROCERY CO.
i

I

I

For

of All Kinds in

Season.

I

"M. V." BUTTER
i

R

AGONIES

Whole Foot Nothing But Proud Flesh
Tried Different Physicians and
All Kinds of Ointments
Could
Walk Only With Crutches-O- hio
Man Says

:

"CUTICURA REMEDIES
THE BEST ON EARTH"

Hardware
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and
Water Supplies

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

THE

WOOD-DAV-

IS

HARDWARE CO.
228 San Francisco St.

:

r

Telephone 14

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES
We make a specialty of

AND FRAMING
PBVEMPING, PRINT

INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND

The Price of Peace.
The terrible itching and smarting,
lnciden. to certain skin diseases, Is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents.
Per sale by all druggists.

&

GO.

You can get a good room at the
Hotel Norniandie at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit, 4102b,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony, 4 074b
sheet.
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
full
Final Homestead Proof,
sheet.
sheet,
Sheep Contracts,
1903, English or Spanish,
pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath,
er, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c,
pa-!r-

sheet.

c.
Laws of New Mexico,
Compiled
$9.50, postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leather, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
14

with

Amuuvii;

Notice of Right to Water,
s'jeet. 7c,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
sheet.
Property,
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of N'o- $2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
sheet.
tlce,
nearest express office.
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Stock Blanks.
Nos.
and 2, full Leather $8.50 a volBill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven- ume; 3 to 11, inclusive,
price, $3.30
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
each. Postage 25c.
2.1
Bill of Sale in Books of
,T. P. Civil
Blanks,
Docket, $2.75.
10c per Book.
Postage, 45c.
Bill ot Sale Animals Not Bearing
J. P. Criminal Docket,
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
$2.75. Postage, 45c,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
.1. P,
Civil,
Docket,
sheet..
Criminal, $1.00. Postage 55c.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Authority o Gather, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's RecorMoney's Digest of New Mexico Reded Brand,
sheet.
ports, Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Relail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's Re- $3.00.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Certificate ot Brand,
sheet
Notification of Change in AssessJustice of the Peace Blanks.
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
Agreement,
sheet,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Butcher's Boud,
sheet.
sheet.
tainer,
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
Application for License,
sheet.
sheet.
Sheriff's Mouthly Report,
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
sheet.
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
(J. P.),
sheet.
of
Bond
Commitment,
Appearance, (District
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
sheet.
Court),
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Corn
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
plaint,
sheet.
Summons,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
t
sheet.
mons,
Subpoena,
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet.
Replevin Bond.
sheet.
Execution Forcible Entry and De- J. P. Complaint.,
sheet.
Promlssory Notes, 25c per pad.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Miscellaneous. '
Search Warrant,
sheet.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
Spanish Blanks.
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
each.
Auto de Prislon,
pliego.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
Declaracion .Turada,
pliego.
each.
CerHfienrln dn Mnnihramiento.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
pliego.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Fienza Oflclal,
pliego.
Deed, The City ot Santa Fe, full
Fianza Oflclal y Juramento,
sheet.
pliego.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
Contrato de Partldo,
pliego.
sheet.
..'
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
pliego.
sheet.
English,
Escritura de Ronuncla,
pliego,
for Marlage License,
Application
Docnniento Garantlzado,
plego.l
sheet.
Spanish,
Tlliioteea de Blenes Muebles,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
pliego.
17c.
extensa postage,
Doctimento
Garantlzado,
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
forma eniera, pliego heno.
17c.
Certiflcado de Matrlmonio, 10c cada pstage,
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
uno.
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pliego.
Application for License, Retail liy
Contrato Entre los Directores
sheet.
quor License,
Preceptores,
pliego.
Application for License, Game and
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego,
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish, 100 in Book, 75c.
Warrant,
County Superintendent's

Special Sale on

School Suits
School Shoes

"In the year 1S99 the side of my
right foot was cut off from the little
toe down to the heel, and the physician
who had charge ot me
was trying to sew up
the side of my foot,
but with no success.
When he found out
that wouldn't work,
he began trying to
heal the wound with
all kinds of ointment ,
. until at last my whole
foot and way up
above my calf was
nothing but proud
flesh. I suffered un
told agonies for four years, and tried
different physicians and all kinds of ointments. I could walk only with crutches.
It is sixteen months ago since I began
using Cuticura Soap and Ointment for
my limb and foot. The first two
months the Cuticura Remedies did not
seem to work, but I kept on using them
both. In two weeks afterwards I saw a

change in my limb. Then I began using
Cuticura Soap and Ointment often during the day and kept it up for seven
months, when my limb was healed up
just the same as if I never had trouble.
"It is eight months now since I
stopped using Cuticura Remedies, the
best on God's earth. I am working
at the present day, after five years
of suffering.
The cost of Cuticura
Ointment and Soap was only $(1;
but the doctors' bills were more like
$600. You can publish my name and
refer any one to write to me about
Cuticura Remedies. I will answer all
letters if postage is enclosed. John M.
Lloyd, 718 S. Arch Ave., Alliance, Ohio,
June 27, 1905."

Complete External and Internal Treatment for every
flumor, from Pimple, to Scrofula, from lnfaney to Aire,
consisting of Cuticura Soap, 2Se., Ointment, fiflo.,
in form of Clioeulate Coated Pill., Hfie. per vial
of W), may be had of all druggists. A single get oftun cures.
Potter Drug ft ('hem. Corp,, Sole Props., Boston,
Jt'ree, " Uow to Cure Skin and Blood Humora.'

LADIES .

2

Of Celebrated Maltes.

Good Lookers and Good Wearers

Every One.

Built for Service and
Guaranteed in Every Detail. Prices
Lower than the Lowest.

J
For Half a Century the leading

P.O. Box

Goods

Pry

-- 0-

219.

Phone

House

No.

in

the City.

136.

fciw.ES

WACfiERl

Furniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Bedsi
Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc-- , Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
San Francisco St.

306--

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

10,

1.

BEM

If. S.
Phone 26.

PUNE

& COMPANY

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26

A FULL LINE OF

WE NOW HAVE

EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
NEW PANCAKE FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

,

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS
m

umm

in

r

mi

hi

m MMMMMMMaMMMMMMMMM.MaHMMMMMWMW

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

Closin
CUT PRICES IN

FURNITURE

S

Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,
Rugs,

AND GET

CALL

2

PRICES.

4

2

D. S. LOW1TZKI.

4

4

...

4

2

2

4

4

IHCOMOaATED

H. B. Cartwright

I

ii Bro.,

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS

4

4

2

2

2

2

4

Just received a full line of White
for Reception and Evening Hats.
220 San Francisco St.

and

2

4

510 Sooth Broadway
1,08 ANGELES, CAMF.
"GOOD ROOMS."

This Month We'te Making a

1

F OR FOUR YEARS

Specialty.

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory

r-

Fruits and Vejjelables

A

sheet.

Coal Declaratory
Statement
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating

Order

In

,

2

CONFORMING TO THE LAWS
NEW MEXICO,

INCORPORA7 ED J903.

To Work Again- - New Clothes

2

Hore-houn-

1907.

18,

Bach to School

2

Print : Con
facilities and
most modern machinery for doing all
s
kinds of Printing and Binding in
style. Manufacturers of Loose- leaf Ledgers. Pamphlets and BJok
work a specialty
Best Book Bindery
and in tho Southwest.

Mr.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

2

Vegas,

JANUARY

FRIDAY,

Plumes, Laces

F

and

Mollnes

MRS. LYNG.

6rafn, Floor ud Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Mediclae and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTBMTMN

BAMtA

Com'
The New Jeslcau Printing
pany has on haud a large supply ol
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper If ordered in larger quan
titles. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
50 In Book, 35c.
worth when buvlng.
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and your money's
Spanish, 50 In Book, 25c.
The New Mexican can do printing
Poll Books
for City Election, 8
equal to that done in any of tbe large
pages, 40c.
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
(Continued on Page 5.)

NVM

n,

MAIL OR0KM.

. M.

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company,
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Conipmy.

'

Don't forget our large and complete
All
bindery and job department.
work handled In the most
manner. One trial makes you a permanent customer.

TIMETABLE ALL LINES.
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.

Gullon-Ehler-

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:20 p. m.
No. 2. iNorthbdund arrives Santa
Fe 5:40 p. m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 42C East-bounleaves Santa
Fe 11 a. ni.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:20 p. m.
ATCHISON,

t

SANTA FE.
TOPEKA
Lamy Branch-Arrive

No. 721
No. 723
iNo. 725

at Santa Fe Station.
9:40 a. tn.
,
0:50 p. m.
11:15 p. m.

Depart from Santa Fe Station.
8:15 a.
No. 720
4:20 p.
No. 722
7:40 p.
No. 724.
No, 720 connects with Numbers
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west
Lamy.

No. 72-- conncts with No. 1 west
La my.
,
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
Main Line Via Lamy.

'

m.
m.
ni.
10

at
at
8

No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passen-

gers from Santa Fe.
No 721. loaves' Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No, 2 from the
west, at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No, 3 from the
east.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

John's Mothodlst Episcopal Church
and family began moving yesterday
into the Townsend property on Arroyo Sals.
and
Mrs. Marie Le
were married
P,
.loquel
Joseph
Wednesday at the Church of the Immaculate Conception in East Las
Vegas, Mr. Joquel.'has been engaged
in the newspaper business for a number of years in New Mexico, He is
now engaged as advertising solicitor
for the Las Vegas Optic.
A Santa Fean who returned to the
city yesterday evening from Estancla
says that the town is enjoying a
healthy and well developed boom. He
was surprised at the number of new
buildings being erected and the general activity In business circles. He
stated Ufat the Methodist Episcopal
Church which is the first house of
worship to be erected In any of the
new towns In the Estancla Valley, Is
rapidly neariug completion. Material
Is also on the ground for the Missionary Baptist Church which will be
erected at Estancla. Rev. W, A. Pratt
of Hydro, Oklahoma, who will be thp
first pastor of the Methodist, Episcopal Church, is expected to arrive in a
few days at Estancla.
Miss Annie Elliott and T. R. Odell
of Willard were married at 10 o'clock
this morning at the office of Probate
Clerk George W. Armijo. The ceremony was performed by Justice of
the Peace Nicolas Sena. Prospective
bridge and groom reached the city yesterday evening from Willard. They
were accompanied by Miss Nellie
a sister of the present Mrs.
Mr. Odell has a homestead
ndeil
claim In the Estancla Valley. He came
originally from 'McAlister, Oliltihoma.
His bride formerly lived at. Greenville, Texas.
There will be a meeting of the
Daughters of the American Revolution tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
B
sharp at the 'home of Mrs, L.
Prince on Upper Palace Avenue.
Those who will take part In the
minuet at the Colonial Ball are requested to meet at the home of Mrs.
L. Bradford Prince this evening at
S o'clock for practice.
Train report at 3 p. in. Denver &
Rio Grande train two hours late. San
ta Fe Central one hour and a half
hour late. It arrived last evening with
the eastern connection of the" day before but not with yesterday's connection. Santa Fe trains' Nos. 7 and 8 .arrived tills morning at 4 o'clock five
hours late. Train No. 2 is reported to
at four o'clock this afterpass
noon, five hours late. Train No. 3
waa three hours late at Lamy and will
be nine tiours late into Santa Fe.
Train No. 1 is two hours late. Trains
Nos. 7, 8 and 9 will arrive at midnight. The first train out tonight
loaves at 0 p. m.

Suits and Overcoats

s

There It no ;
equipping tin;
This Is trim,
personally, am
of the conic, f

Ready Made or Tailor Made.
We have a Big Llns of Overcoats
in Style and Fit.

penstiihlti.

household, uses
appliances, for, "That which tojn
day Is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessliy," in this progressive world,
and this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you xomo of those articles, we feel mirw
their utility and merits will 'be obvious.

Our New Spring SamplesJust Arrived
Now is the Time to Leave Your Measure for
One of those Nobby Suits that Ehle turns out.

Here ate a Few Suggestions
METAL WARE," TEA AND "BUFFALO" STEAM EGG
ERSCOFFEE POTS.

"ROME

Everything that is

e

Up-to-Dat-

'PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

for

'ANTI RUST,"
ENAMELED WARE.

'UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.
'LA

Men.

CROIX"
KNIVES.

COOK'S

IMPORTED

"DAISY"

ED EHLE,
LEGAL

LISK'S"

IMPERIAL

ENAMELED

BEAN

"PENINSULAR"

POTS.

RANGES.

Oar Furniture Department Offers

Manager.

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

WiWTll iMiwur
fl

MISSION

Santa Fe Livery Stable

Poll Books for Town Election, 8
pases, 10c.
Santa Fe Ixdge 'No. J, I. O. O. F
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.
Poll Books, Election of School Diwill ihold Its Tegular weelily meeting
rectors, i, fi, and 8 pages, English and
this evening at Odd Fellows' Hall on
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
MMM
Poll- Tax' List, 4, C, and S pages.
San Francisco Street, commencing at
7:30 o'clock.
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
Visiting Odd Fellows
in Book, Spanish, 25c each.
are cordially invited 4o be 'present.
STABLE
LiVERY, BOARDING AND
The banquet whicli was to have
Signs, Card Board.
"For Rent"
been - given to Governor Enrique
15c each
"Board"
10c each
.to
fhe United
Creel, ambassador
FIRST-CI,ASSERVICE
"For Sale"
States from Mexico yesterday evening
10c each
at. El Paso, Texas, has
10c each
"Lodging"
been postGOOD SADDLE HORSES
"For Rent or Sale"
25c each
poned for eight day, Governor Creel
FINE RIGS
"Board and Lodging"
25c each
finding It impossible to attend,
jt
"Minor's Law"
50c each
Theodore Corrick, proprietor of the
50c each
Santa Fe livery stable, 10 San Fran"Livery Law".
cisco street, received yesterday from
"English Marriage Laws" E0c each
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
Qulncy, Illinois, a new hack of the
School Blanks.
latest make with ail the modern imOath of School Director,
sheet.
provements. Mr. Covrick will estabCertificate of Apportionment
of
lish a first class carriage service in
FOR THE HOLIDAYS."
The New Mexican Printing ComSchool Funds,
sheet.
the city and will "spare no efforts to
pany is prepared to do the best of The Santa
District
Clerk's
Annual
his
Report,
Fe Filigree and
Besides
please
patrons.
carriages
brief work In short order and at very,
he has riding horses and rigs of all
Don't forget our large and complete nlieot.
rates.
who
reasonable
Lawyers
Jewelry ManufacturEnumeration Form,
sheet.
kinds.
bindery and Job department All work
..to have their briefs printed rapTeacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Do not disappoint your hostess by handled promptly and in the most
ing Company.
to present
Certificate of Apportion,
sheet. idly and correctly and
arriving half an hour late at a dinner
manner. One trial makes you
A fine and extensive assortment of
them to the Supreme Court now in
for
Contract
School
132
Teacher,
Call
a
No.
for
'Phone
up
a permanent patron.
party.
session here on time, should call on the latest styles of jewelry ha3 Just
sheet.
carriage and arrive on time.
the New Mexican Printing Company been purchased and will be sold at
Contract
Between
Directors
and
Rev. E. C, Anderson, pastor of St..
New Mexican Wants bring result.
the lowest possible rate for first class
leave their orders.
and
sheet.
Teachers,
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
The
If you cannot afford to pay for a genuine and aa represented.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
manufacture of Mexican filigree jewTeachers' Monthly Report,
sheet. dally puper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the elry Is a specialty the finest and
Prices
best work in that line is turned out
On
$
or
sheet each
.05 cream of the week's doings. It is
this company at vory roa,aLic-rates- .
by
to
to
send
friend.
your
good
paper
10
Full Sheet, each
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
25
Sheets, per dozen
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
35
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Sheets, per dozen
breast pins, In gold or silver, filigree
Is worth more to you than a dollar In
65
Full Sheets, per dozen
Herewith are some bargains offered work manufactured
at home and in
1.75
Comhundred
your pocket, because
Sheets, per
by the New Mexican Printing
the shops of the company by
2.50
Sheets, per hundred
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the design and to suit customers !aspecial
short
You know It Is safer;
4.00 Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep order
Full Sheets, per hundred
and from the finest gold.
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
bound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Missouri
Souvenir Bpoons, including v
You are not so liable to spend It
price. On an order of 500 hundred Pleading forms, ii; Missouri Code uel Church stamps, in
great numbers
blanks, customers' business card will Pleadings, $6; the two tor $10; Adapt and at a low
needlessly;
price. Store and factory
be printed under filing without extra ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New 208 Don
Caspar Avenue, Laughlin
You can make it earn for you 4
cost.
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English building.'
Interest If you deposit It here for a
Size of Blanks.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
Inches.
given time.
Sheet, 7x8
leather, $3; Sheriffs Flexible-Cove- r
x 14 Inches.
Sheet, 8
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
Are these not excellent reasons why
Full Sheet, 14x17 inches.
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuThe New Mexican Printlne Cnmnnn.
you should begin a deposit account
Cash Must Accompany All Orders.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In- is prepared to furnish cards dn visit
with us?
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- for ladles or gentlemen on short no
Letter heaas, bill beads, note heads, poration Laws 75c; Compilation Min- tice, m first class style at reasonable
Let us assist you with the many
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sola ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of prices, either engraved or printed. Call
conveniences this bank affords.
by tht New Mexican Printing Com- New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.60; on tne New Mexican
Printing Co
pany at low rates and In quantities to full list school blanks.
suit purchaser.
The New Mexican Printing Com
Butchers' shipping certificates, such pany is prepared to fill promptly and
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifi- as are required by law, printed in satisfactorily all orders for engraved
cates for sale by the New Mexican blank form by the New Mexican visiting cards, marriage announcement, invitations and all work of that
Printing Company.
Printing Company.
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samoles
and prices.

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY

S

J

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

MUSIC CABINETS.

BIRDS EYE
SETS.

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM
OAK CHINA

CABINETS.

Plumbing Depannent

FEED

120

AND CAKE

ROASTERS.

BOSTON

BLANKS.
4.)

"BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

MAKERS.

M
(Continued from Page

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

GRATERS

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD
REAL

MEAS-

"GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

POUNDERS.

STEAK

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

Santa Fe Haberdashery

' AND

"ELLIOTT" DIPPERS
URING GCUPS.

'SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

Dr. Delmel Linen Mesh Underwear Just in.
Orders Taken tor Ladles' Underwear.

POACH-

Wo take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
of our Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience in this sphere or activity, in New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will he pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.

'Phone 83.

San Francisco Street.
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A DOLLAR IN BANK

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

md

GRAIN, POTATOES,

(RETAIL

BALERS

f

sAU

and sEEDs.

2

2
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THE NEW MEXICO

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a Targe supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere
We will
sell them at five cents In book form,

GRAIN

much the largest asset w

HENRY KRICK

Institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURR1ES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

When in Need of Anything in

CHAS. CLOSSON

MfSilla Valley.

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now In attendance.
Military instruction by an officer of the U, S.Aray.
Large parade and athletic
the best management.
under
Commodious
dormltory,
glrls'
grounds.
, An ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College, N. M.

8ol

Reliability ii our watchword and every tale we make it doted

only after the purchase prove

Letup's St. Louis Beer

SODA WATER

Lace Curtains
Everything in Lace Curtains at
,--

..""''

a

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
Tele
and Socorro. The Santa Fe
phone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reasonable than the telegraph.

A

SPRING 1907.
-

WILLIAM

"...

77

W

Be-le-

Mamger.

SHOP

C

'PT'Tr7 f

A. F.

The only

tarriea witk

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

gpiegelberg- -

257 San Francisco

Indian aim ffleiican

Street.

wares am Curios

Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO:
.To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

Blankets,
v

OUR

Baskets,

KERR'S

Capital

I vary srtialc

i a great

PARSC.S, Prop.

Leading Tentorial Parlor in 8anta Fe.
Two Porcelain Bath Tus.
Heir Cutting a Specialty. Three First
Class Barters.
East Side of Plaza. South ot Postal
Telegraph Office.

:
first-clas-

Parlors
in city.

tone in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
Second to

....

11.50
Electrical Baths
25
Other Baths
Parlors Located West 8ide Plats
W. H. KERR, Proprietor
.

I. SPARKS.

B

BARBER

itora lika tkia.

Ii

!

Any Flaver You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water in any
quantity to any part of the city.
OITT BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

PLAZA

entirely aatUfactory.

it ou gnaraita,

Agent For

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 8

THE

To have out

theii friendi, "Every itatement mid y 8. Spits
upon" ii tht very beat recommtndatiom we can atriva

satiifaction to buy at
An

have in our kuiiaeo.

aay to

can be relied
for.

HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

Mtjk.

customer

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE

THE ONLY EXCLUUVf

SPECIAL SALE
Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM

PRICES.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

-

PAGE
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narrow If "Barely hclil two personsT BTTl
ly had to kneel upon the floor, steady
ing himself with the reins as best ne
might. It wns more than aggravating.
He had the fastest horse on the road
and had counted on giving dust to everything else there, no less than on
having the prettiest lace In the county

Good

Change
By

Mirths

Copirifrfit,

McCulloch-Willism-

not,

bu

s

Hubu Douglat

aul-ma-

uld

1

1

1

,

-
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Amelia eyed her distrustfully for fl
long minute, then walked off, muttering to herself, "If only she sticks to
her word, she can't do any great
harm."
Amelia thought she knew her mother, particularly as regarded the depths
of her deceit, but she stared In dumb
amazement at Billy Batsou's reception.
No May morning ever smiled more engagingly on him than Mrs. Hicks. She
shook hands with fervor aud asked In
her suavest voice after the health of
his family. She was also hearty lu admiration of his spanking turnout aud
wished him all sorts of a good time
the full worth of his money lu pleasure. Thou she added artlessly that she
herself had never seen a real circus. A
menagerie of one elephant power was
as uear as she had come. A pity, to
be sure! No, she had no scruples. It
Just somehow never yulte suited for
her to go when circus day came round.
Somebody had been sick or there was
work to do. Mr. Hicks had gone-m- en
always went but that didn't mean
stopping a plow, as would have been
the case had she Insisted. Of course
she would have had to have the mules
and rockaway. Now that she was a
widow she had not felt It was Just the
thing to do. A circus seemed somehow
to require having a man aloug. Maybe
she would go next time her nephew
Freddy Drawue was growing up so
fast.
Theu Billy said boldly, with a sheepish glance toward Amelia, "Oh, maybe
and If he
you'll have a
don't take you, why, ask me to thrash
him for you."
"If you're wlllln' to do that for me,
maybe you won't mind doln' some-thieasier lettln' me go 'long with
you and Amelia today. It's dreadful
lonely stayln' at home and watchln'
all the neighborhood go by," Mrs.
Hicks said, with a plaintive smile.
Billy gasped, but could not refuse.
She
Amelia stood thunderstruck.
turned half about, meaning to say she
would not go, but a glance at her
mother's face stopped her. Her mother
was counting upon rebellion In her
daughter. If Billy saw her fly Into a
tantrum he might well be scared off.
8o she controlled herself and clambered up Into the buggy, outwardly smiling, but Inwardly gritting her teeth.
The buggy was high, and the seat so

PRINTERS

.

PUBLISHERS

. .

BOOK BINDERS

Best Equipped and

at almost
at his side.
a foot pace, partly because of the added weight, but much more because he
wanted to keep away from sight of his
acquaintances.
Naturally conversation languished.
For awhile Mrs. Hicks kept up a
sprightly chatter, but after a mile or
two even she fell silent. Amelia sat
with clinched hands, ready to cry be
Of
tween anger and mortlllcHllou.
course Billy would be angry. He had
a right to be. Not with her, to be sure
but, then, how could she expect hiui
to discriminate?
Her mother, she
knew well, had the name of being
proud and a schemer. There would
be plenty of folks to tell Billy, If he
did not think of It himself, that the
whole thing had been planned between
mother aud daughter on purpose to
make him ridiculous.
Being self made, he was keenly sen
sitive. I'nless she could make him un
derstand her Innocence she had lost
him, and she did not want to lose him.
She loved ever fiber of his six foot
ruddy comeliness as she hated the oily
lankness of Brother Ollhim.
Her heart leaped when Oillam drew
up alongside the buggy and said, trying
to speak Jocularly: "Why, Batsou, don't
you know there are laws against mo
Here I'm driving to town
nopoly?
without a soul to bear me company.
Divide, man, divide! 1 know it's hard
to choose, but you must give me a
Now he drove

"Billy BatHo:,! That settles if. I
Cou't hold wltU circuses no mighty
much anyway not uulesa there's
and etiildreu that ouster know
about Viu. But you might V weut to
thls'u lu the wugou aloug with Uncle
Jim's folks, If that would 'a' done you.
Cio with a Biitsou, Indeed! Itemember,
miss, your grandfather weut to the
wlther-lugllegislature:" Mrs. Hick said
to her daughter Amelia, who
pouted and answered sullenly:
"1 wish he'd died first. Theu you
couldn't be always throwing hltn at
everybody until we're laughlngstocks.
And Billy lftitsou has got the finest
horse and the nicest buggy arouud
here. Any girl Sophy Weldon even-wojump at the chance to ride In It.
Tou'd want me to Jump, too, If It
wasn't for that sneaky preacher.
tell you right now you needn't try to
make me marry him. 1 won't do it:
won't! I won't!"
"Hadn't you better wait till you're
asked?" Mrs. Hicks asked, with her
finest sarcasm.
Amelia laughed-- a laugh not pleas
ant to hear. "I ain't a Jool -- not if
am your daughter," she retorted. "I
know what you're plotting, you two,
and that you want him for a
so you can boss the church, as
you've always bossed things here."
"Amelia Hicks! I am ashamed of
youl" Mrs. Hicks cried Beverely, theu.
with a sniffle: "But maybe 1 deserve
It. I took your father rather 'n listen to
my missionary call. And this Is what
I get for it a thankless tooth
sharper 'n a serpent's child."
Amelia giggled. "That's about the
way you commonly get things," she
said Irreverently. "Now, you llsteu to
1
-ino, ma. You hate old maids so do
and Billy Batsou Is the best chance
I'll ever have In my life. He's going
to court nie this trlp- -I know It never
mind how. If you don't let me go, he'll
court somebody else."
"Lord grant it!" Mrs. Hicks broke In
"You
Amelia
frowned.
fervently.
think, theu, I might put up with your
Brother Gillam," she said bitterly.
"But I'd die I'd even be an old maid
first, the sourest, ugliest that ever
turned sweet milk."
"Oh, do hush!" Mrs. Hick Interrupted fretfully, but turning away her
head to hide a flickering crafty smile.
"If liothiu' will do you but to sluk to
the level of the Batsous, why, I suppose, I must let you. But you must let
me talk to Billy before you start."
"What for?" Amelia asked suspl
clously. Her mother laughed sourly.
she said.
"For no great matter,
"You may hear every word I say.
Does that satisfy you?"
"Looks like It ought to," Amelia said
ungraciously. "But, understand, you
ain't going to mention Gillam!"
"Of course not. Pearls ain't to be
cast before. swlues," Mrs. Hicks said.
1

I

fyst

"I have to mind the preacher, don't 1,
Hicks?" Billy asked over his
shoulder, making way for her and
checking his horse as he spoke. He of
course could not choose, but she must
understand that she was In the way.
But Mrs. Hicks sat tight, giggling
aud saying airily: "Indeed you do,
Mist' Batsou! Cut the wheels the least
mite more, then Amelia can step across
no need lu the world of your gettln'
Brother (llllaiu
out to help her-a- nd
can meet us at the Mathewses. Their
yard Is such a good place to see the
parade."
There must have been fate In It, else
Amelia would have refused. But some
power beyond herself compelled her to
obedience. In a wink almost she was
whirling forward beside the man she
hated. Billy glared after them and set
his teeth. He made no pretense of civil
talk to the woman beside him. His
heart was so sore, his mind so angry,
It was almost a miracle that he did not
drive Into or over somebody. But by
good hap he got safe to his journey's
end and found himself a little later,
with Mrs. I licks at his elbow, wedged
Into the throng which lined the street
on either side.
Amelia and the minister were Just
across the way. Neither couple had
had time to reach the Mathews haven.
The parade was already moving when
they came to town, so they had mudo
what shift and haste they might.
It was a piteous parade, something
tawdry throughout, and In spots dusty
and threadbare. But the lady riders
had superb horses and sat them
.
especially 8nnH.-.'uu- u
amazons, who In greeu and gold lace
blew kisses right and left from her
finger tips, the while making her milk
white Arab keep time with the band
blaring ahead.
Sandra was slight "aud round, with
everywhere about her the suggestion
of supple strength. She carried a crop
to flourish what time she was not
throwing kisses. Every man along the
line uncovered to her, and here or there
she got band clapping and cheers.
As she drew uear Amelia's stand
Brother Gillam said uneasily: "You
won't mind If I leave you, the others
are so uear? And It has Just occurred
to me that 1 ought not to be here.
Not that there Is any harm In It, but
we must avoid the very appearance of
evil."
"Go, If you can," Amelia said dully.
She was too angry to feel relief In his
absence.
Billy's face had told her things all
she had been fearing. Since he was
lost to her beyond question, she had a
mad wish that the world night end.
Gillam made a pace away, found the
human wall Impenetrable, 'then turned
Irresolutely again toward her.
Thus he drew to himself Sandra's
keen gaze. Those watching saw her
Jaw set, her eyes sparkle, her cheeks
whiten underneath their rouge saw
ber ride straight at the tall, black clad
figure and lash It furiously, crying high
and shrill:
"You thief!
You robber-villa- in!
You murderer! You are a murderer
the money you stole from me might
have saved our little child."
Mrs.

"Of all the brazen things! To quit a
circus and turn preacher," Mrs. Hicks
said a week later. "But no wonder he
took us In the deacons and me and
everybody such beautiful letters as he
had. Forged, of course and that poor
creature he left behind, playing on
with the baby Just burled by charity
too. Amelia, It makes me creep to
think how near you came to marrying
such a scamp. He might 'a' done It If I
hadn't put my foot down that be must
wait till Christmas, when you'd get
your grandpa's legacy."
"That was what he wanted," Amelia
said, laughing.
Amelia was too happy to resent her
mother's Inconsistency. "Billy Is an
QtJer sort". (hi gjjd.ed after a pause

"He wants thaf $n",0b(f puf In "trust so
he can't even touch It along with another thousand from him."
"I always said Billy was a mighty
good chance," Mrs. Hicks said, piously
casting up her eyes.

There was a brief pause, at' die end
of which the wife said:
"He's the man I told you about who
knew me when I slung hash lu Grind1 see
It all now,
stone.
I was objecting to his wife being received In
this society, and he overheard me. He
hasn't any cause to love us since you
Hopelpn Cane.
"Papa says." remarked the dear girl, threw up your contract and left hlra In
"that he will uever give his consent to the lurch, and I poured hot shot In his
our marriage until you are able to sup- bearing at his wife. I wonder why
he's been keeping her so low for dust?"
port me."
"Great Scott!" exclaimed the poor
"Needed every cent he could scrape
but otherwise honest young man. to fill his contract."
"Does he want his only daughter to die
"Well," added the wife, pursuing n
an old maid?" Chicago News.
vernacular to which she was most accustomed, "I reckon we're done for In
H:M"l"M: i"l"l"l"l"i"W
this corral. We'd better light out and
try another."
The Social Objections to
"Reckon you're talklu' United States,

Mrs. Tripp

111111
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Original.
Mrs. Muggledou Mason was om e!
the elite of Groveton. There wtri)
disadvantages to bo overcome In at-

taining aud maintaining this position,
but Mrs. Mason possessed the especial
faculties required to overcome them.
For Instance, her husband was a horse
trader a horse trader on a large scale,
to be sure, but still a horse trader.
When the wife of a wholesale grocer
threw this lu the face of Mrs. Mason,
that lady retorted: "My husband buys
and sells horses; your husband buys
and sells molasses. What's the
One evening on the train from the
city where Mrs. Mason had beeu
she was talking to Mrs. Edwards,
also a member of the smart set of
Mrs. Ed wards was not only
Groveton.
wealthy, but her family had beeu
wealthy before her for a hundred
years. Mrs. Masou appreciated this
and proposed to Ingratiate herself with
the highborn dame by a bit of social
conservatism.
"There are some of our set," said
Mrs. Mason her voice was loud and
harsh "who are coustantly upholding
some one trying to get In with us who
doesn't belong with us. Several of our
best ladles are visiting with that young
Mrs. Tripp, whose efforts to appear respectable are absurd. At the Arllng-tonreception she wore a dress that
I recognized as having once belonged
to Mrs. Chesborough. She'd so changed aud Improved It that one would
have scarcely recognized It. Not that
I would deny such people a place
amoug us, provided they can live as
we do, but they can't. Besides, Mrs.
Tripp doesn't give a very satisfactory
account of her husband's continued
absence.
Land knows whether she's
married at all or not."
Behind the two ladles sat a man In a
broad brimmed hat and a woolen shirt
under a coat much the worse for wear,
but his features belled his costume.
Notwithstanding an appearance of
hard work they were Intellectual.
"Moll Hogan, I believe," he said,
bending forward and looking Mrs.
Mason In the eye as she turned, with
a face alternately white and scarlet.
"I don't know you," she said, draw- lug away with poorly assumed hauteur
"Nevertheless you have served mo
with antelopo steak and flapjacks In
Grindstone. But I see you are chang
ed. I heard you had married Mug
Masou, that he drove a lot of horses
east just In time to All a big order for
f tne
govei uujcnt hofnro th
SpmilSlI
war and that he has beeu making
money In horseflesh ever since."
Mrs. Mason was taken flat aback.
She made several efforts to clear herself from the man's Imputations aud
finally muttered that he had got her
mixed with some one else. Then she
turned her back on him and said to
Mrs. Edwards:
"He Is some enemy who has an object, but I can't guess what It Is."
The train was at the moment stopThe two ladles
ping at a station.
alighted, each taking her carriage to
her home.
Mrs. Atwater, one of the ladles who
had been helping Mrs. Tripp In her
efforts to keep up a position to which
she had been born, gave a ball. Mrs.
Mason was there, and Mrs. Tripp was
there. Mrs. Tripp startled the assembly by entering dressed in n gown
fresh from the .hands of Its maker, but
this was not the most surprising feature about Mrs. Tripp's entrauce. She
leaned on the arm of a gentleman unknown to the Grovetonlans, whom she
Introduced as her husband. As the
couple made their way to speak to the
hostess every eye In the room was
leveled at them..
'Where did she get that dress?
Where on earth has the man beeu?
Wonder If It's another case of get rich
quick?" were some of the questions
the guests asked of each other.
As Mr. and Mrs. Tripp walked away
from the hostess they met Mr. and
Mi s. Mason walking up to her.
"Hello, Masou!"
Mason stared at the speaker for some
moments, then, making a virtue of necessity, said:
"Hello, Mr. Tripp! What are you
here?"
finished.
Civil eugl
"The
ueers are- no longer wanted. You didu'l
finish the dirt moving you undertook
did you?"
"N o," stammered Mason, "I didn't."
Mrs. Mason, who by this time recog
nlzed under his evening dress the rough
looking niau who had spoken to her In
the car, pulled her husband on.
"Goodness gracious, Is that Mr. Tripp,
"
who had charge of the
"Yes, and, besides being engineer In
I had
chief, he took a big contract.
a subcontract under him to remove a
million yards of dirt. I found I had
hid t io low and left the territory,,"
shop-plu-

g

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

WANTS

Railway Company.

WANTED Servant girl. Apply to
Mrs. Leo Hersch, Washington Ave.
FINE FRUiT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
One of the best fruit ranches Is
northern Santa Fe County, about twen
ty miles from this city, la for sale,
tt a bargain. For particulars apply to
Mat. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,
Ntw Mexico.
i,

Daily.

Train No.

3:'j)

4:00
4:25
4:35
5:00
5:20
5:45
5:55
6:20
6:45

1

Distance,
from Raton

p. m.
7

p. m...

p.jn.

Train No,

Riaton
Leave (a)
Clifton House
Leave

Arrive
Arrive

12:01p.m.

Leave

11:40a.m.

Preston

Arrive

IS

m.
m.

p.
p.
p.
p.

STATIONS

2

12:30 p. m,

Arrive
11:10a. m.
Leave Koehler Junction
20
m.
Arrive
11:30a.m.
Koehler
23
Arrive
m.
words significant to nnger, III will or
Leave
10:25" .m
33
Iieave (c)
Vermejo
p. tn.
other unpleasant emotions.
9:45 a.m.
Leave
41
Ceirososo
Leave
m.
p.
Moll."
A Chicago educator has diagnosed
m.
9:25a.
Leave
Cimarron
47
Arrive
mi.
p.
And so It was that the Masons moved truancy as a disease brought about by
on aud the Tripp family moved up.
bad environment aud lack of proper
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
NELLIE EDNA CURTIS.
nourishment. Given the average boy, a In Dawson, N. M at 6:10 p. nt. .
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No, 123, leaving
proper proportion of protein aud calories every duy, lie says, and after the Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
PEN, PENCIL ANDBRUSH.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
eighth month he will be n paragon of
& S. F. Ry,
piety and trudge off to school as meek
j Track Connection with A., T.
1
For many years Sir John Mlllals' as
' f Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
little lamb.
Mary's
of
fife
a
for
half length
lowest price
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
Chicago teachers have a relief socisize was $5,000. Mlllals made a great
In
a
and
members
The
$2
pay
New Mexico,
year
ety.
Raton,
deal of money, and he did not waste It. In
case of Illness draw $10 a week for J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W- A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
Charles Dickens' daughter, Mrs. four
weeks. This Is a safe proposition
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
Kato I'eruglnl, has written a book for the
society and is a great insurance
Is
about her father and his work. It
A
cent a day for the
for the teachers.
called "The Comedy of Charles
school year or 4 cents a week the year
provides $40 In case of an illThomas Moore was always lii love. through
ness that lasts for a month.
no
than
fourteen
of
less
names
The
different ladles to whom he vowed
CURRENT COMMENT.
eternal fidelity are to bo found In his

.

-

poems.
On the day of the production of his
new play, "The Bondman," Hall Calne
said to an Interviewer, "Think of me,

UEADQUARTERS

Now then, Cuba, to your sugar and
tobacco fields. The call of the world's
commerce Is loud, the obligation to
foreign Investors great Wall Street

I

1

4

tot Weeding CrAa

lamMtuti

at

Um Maw JUmUmm.

worn with anxiety, rambling about the
streets and praying for the fall of the journal.
The presidential bee Is not In It with
curtain."
that cup lifting bee that spends most
of Its time under the well rounded
TALES OF CITIES.
dome of Sir Thomas I.tplou's bruin
(O.) Times-Star- .
The city of New York now has one
the
What
would
prosperity of St.
fourteen
each
for
personB.
telephone
a
Iu Southampton It Is against the law Louis bo with ship channel from the
gulf to 'the lakes? Well, It Is coming
to whistle In the streets on Sunday.
as surely as the future growth of the
The population of Bombay Is withcountry and detnumls of commerce.
in less than 20,000 of the 1,000,000
St. Louis
mark.
A umu who consents to act as diNotwithstanding Its fogs London has rector of a bank assumes all the rea lower mortality from tuberculosis
sponsibilities of the position and under
,
than other European capitals.
the law must e held to a strict account for failure to discharge his whole
The Simple Mother.
duty. Indianapolis News.
A woman explorer has penetrated
wearied of the wlilrl," quoth she.
Labrador to points hitherto unknown.
"Henceforth the simple fire tor mo.
Methlnks it would De very wise
Perhaps after Peary and Wellman have
To take mv breakfast ere 1 rise
.ihaiHloned their task she may be InOf coffee Just a bIhkIh cup."
to lake a bol; for the uorth pole.
duced
(N. B. Her mother brought it up.)
-- East Liverpool (O.) Review.

IattMrUtaVw

Mercantile Stationery
MaaauoMtarw 9t

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.

I

New Mexico.

T

opoko
"Anil when I'm dressed
the maid
tree's
me
to
elm
the
shade,
hie
"I'll
And with a book there I will had
Sweet rest and comfort tor the mind."
And so in sylvan shade she read.
(N. B. Her mother made her bed.)

"A dainty lunch will suit me best
SuluU with oil of Luccu dressed;
No steaming soup nor heavy roast,
But broiled spring chicken served on
toast."
She ate It all and found it good.
(N. B. Her mother cooked the food.i
Theu when the day at last was spent
Her mind was tilled with sweet content;
She donned a dainty gown of white
With rosy ribbons all bedight
And looked as fair as any rose.
(N. B. Her mother Ironed her clothes.)
"I love the simple life." iioth she.
"My heart from fare la ever free.
A good night's rest I'll have, I know.
For prompt ut nine to bed I go."
True to her word, retired she then.
(N. B. Her mother worked till ten.)
Woman's Home Companion.

COLLEGE AND SCHOOL.

Roswell Automobile Co.

Mall and Passenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. m.
The New Mexican Printing Company
N. M , and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between the two
Roswell,
is prepared to do the best of brief
connection points 5 hours, meals furnished at
Included,
laily
.Sunday
reasand
at
work in short order
very
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge.
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
Excursion parties accommodated by
Santa Fe Cential Railways.
and
have their briefs printed rapidly ami
1 p. m.
the company two days In
Roswell
at
notifying
Iave
correctly and to present them to the
of Rock advance.
cn
arrival
Torrauce
Leave
Supreme Court 4jow In session here
on time, should call on the New MexAgents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known and
ican Printing Company and leave thei.
Best Machines for all purposes on the market.
orders.
Two of the best known and best
A.Ulress all communications and
machines for all purposes on the
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
qulries to the
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally
Roa
Automobile leaves Torrance
well at 4 a. m. and arrive at iloswell
it 12 noon. Automobile leaves Rog
veil for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
tt Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be
.
.
.
.
.
tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.65
aud between Torrance and Roswell
Reserve seat "u automobile by
$10.
J W. STOCKaRD,
wire.
A. A A A A A A A A A. A A A
A A
A
J
j.
Manager AutoinoM' Line.
-

Roswell Automobile Co.

New Mexico

Roswell.

-

An Increase lu attendance of beyeen
30 aud 40 per cent marked the opening JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
of the Lowell (Mass.) Textile school for
The New Mexican Printing Company
the season of HWti-07- .
has prepared civil and criminal dockDr. S. A. Frazier of Berkeley colets especiallv for the use of justice
lege has Invented a new language of the peace. They are especial
which he calls "Trlultl."
It Is a com- ruled, with printed headings, In eithe
bination of Latin, Greek and Anglo-SaxoSpanish or English, made of good rec
In his new Janguage are no ord paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather hack and covers and canSHORT ORDER MEALS.
vas, sides, have full Index In front and
The best, short order meals are now the fees of Justices of the peace and
served at the Bon Ton Restau- In full on the first

fc

I Hew
piexiGO Empfoynient Bureau
AND

REALTY

being
constables printed
ant. The best cooks, and waiters are page. The pages are 10V46 Inches.
employed at this place.
These books are made up '.n civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 32
oages each, or with' both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To inThe
troduce them they, are offered at the
American
following low prices:
Collection
Civil or criminal
Combined civil and criminal.... $4.00
Agency.
' Mo fee charged
For 45 !ents additional lor a single
unless collectlo n
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
is made. Wenink e
"o mbinatlon
docket, they will be sent
collections in all parts of the U. S.
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.
order. State
Tull must accompany
413 Kansas Avenue,
plainly whether English or Spanish
KANSAS,
TOPEKA,
printed heading Is wanted. Address
the New Mexican Printing Company.

COMPANY,

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business tf

Non-Residen-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.

Large

--

Lot.

Good Location.

Ftiiit Trees.
REMIN6TON

cut-off'- s

ICS

Plenty of

Palace Avenue.

Then Nt.

new

MEX1CAR

PRWT1M

CO

i

Kentucky Saloon.
......

J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
San Francisco St.
customers
Only the finest of Imported wlnea and cordials served to
the best of whiskies and brandies, domestic and Imported, a specialty. Superior brands of cigars.

261
I

.VVOkVSlWS.101

Publishers of
THE

111.

TYPEWRITERS

.

odern Book Bindery in the Southwest

and Briefs for Lawyers.

.

The line of this railway from Raton to Cimarron, N. M Including the
Koehler Branch, is now open for FR EIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.
Due notice will be given of opening of otihtr extensions.
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

The tlew Mexican Print ing Coiiipsitiy
Commercial Bank Books Records

1907.

18.

da-lu-

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LE6AL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY
Loose Leaf Ledgers

i

JANUARY

FRIDAY,

DAILY

All Work Guaranteed
-

NEW MEXICAN
ADDRESS

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

1

ALL

BUSINESS

AT LOWEST
COMMUNICATIONS

POSSIBLE

First-Clas- s

FIGURES.

'

TO

HEW PEXICAfl PRIfJTIiIG C0PPAJY
Santa Fe,

-

-

New Mexico.

JANUARY

FRIDAY,

--

18,

SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN. 8A2faA FJ!, N.1L

1907.

The-

NEW MEXICAN

f

ETO

.Daily

SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

Men

31

mileg south of Albuquerque, N. M., i,t the junc-

.
The
Belen Town and
Imp rovement
Comp;any
are owners of the

leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansai City, Galveatoi and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Fue and
Old Mexico.

1,000 business and residence lots, tin)

Buds a Hog

out with broad 10 and

70-fo- ot

tlxUS feet, laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet

wide, with beautiful lake and publio park and grand old

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; sev-

Planned to Have a Real Crispy
Bacon of His Own Raising

eral large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent

In Winter.

Boil-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrela daily; large winery ; three
tels, restaurants, etc.,

PORKER UPSETS SCHEME

Belen

ho-

FAST

LIMITED

MAIL AND

EXPBESS,

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

OVER

TO

GO

BELIU,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered ara in the center of the city,, well
ed (many of them improved by ctltivation) ; no

gral
said w

We deed a first class bakery, tailor shot, shoe

gravel.

house, jeweler, plumbing ihoj.. planing

mill con tad wool

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc., aUs

f rat ela,

modern hotel.
Our prices of lots ars low and terms oa easy
payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds. One-thipurchase money,
rd

it the largest shipping point

BELEN T0WNSITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

Its importance as a great commercial railroad
city in the aear future eainot be totimated.
Mexico.

Doesn't Like Its Quarters In the
Back Yard and Finally.

ALL

wmm

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

'Mr. Bowser

Animal

is

Future Railroad Metr
Rfl.. Located
on Helen &V

N.

JOHH

BICOl, Pmidmi

MMil

EH. H.

cash.

may remain on note, with moitgiig

Two-thir-

se-

curity, for one year, with I per cent, interest theraoi.
if.
Apply at .race for ma aad
wfsre
the ehoicMt lata, ie

pm.

Icorctar.

Escapes.
19015. by tlie McClura News- puyer Syndicate.
BOWSER hud been humble
nice and sweet and con
for Ave long duys, and
Bowser wus beginning
to hope that the cure would be permanent, when a carpenter appeared In the
back yard after noon with n load of
lumber and two "workmen. The cook
was told to ask Mrs. Bowser to please
step to the- back door, and 'when she

The

Copyright,

Ml

appeared the carpenter nskedj
"Madam, where will you have the
pigpen lucuteuT'
"The the what?" she gasped.
"The pigpen. 1 received Instructions
from Mr. Bowser by telephone an hour
ago to come up here and build one. I
suppose you want It against the" back
fence?"
"He he telephoned you, did he?"
"He did, and he said he didn't want
any delay over It."
"And he's bought a pig?"
"He probably has or he wouldn't
want a pigpen."
Mr. Bowser had not dropped the
slightest hint of his Intentions around
the house. He had departed for the office that morning as meek as a rabbit,
and now all of a sudden he had broken
loose and was telephoning to have a
Mrs.
pigpen rushed to completion.
Bowser's first Idea was to protest to
the carpenter and put her foot right
down, but she realized that he would
have thoughts and do more or less
talking. She therefore pointed out a
place for the peu and retired Into the
house.

Cook Wua AnilouH,
"Is It a grizzly bear that he is going
to pen up here to be thirsting for me
blood?" asked the cook In anxious
tones.
"It's only a pig, I believe."
"And what do WO want of a pig? Is
It a grunting, squealing pig of a pig

A MAN CAMB TP THE ALLEY DWVINO A
PIQ BEFORE HIM.

that's going to add

to the harmony of
this household?"
"If Mr. Bowser wants a pig he must
have a pig," said Mrs. Bowser as she
passed upstairs.
"Yes, and If Mr. Bowser wants a
bellowing elephant he must have one!"
muttered tlie cook to herself as she
began to wrestle the pots and pans
about.
That pigpen was planned, erected
and finished In two hours and when
It stood completed was good enough
for any pig that ever walked ou four
legs. The last nail had scarcely been
driven when a man came up the alley
driving a pig before him. He bad a
long rope attached to one of the animal's hind feet, and he had the look of
a man not afraid of anything In the
bog line. He also sent word by the
cook that he wanted to see the mistress of the bouse, and when Mrs.
Bowser appeared In tho back yard she
was asked:
"Shall I dump him right Into the pen,
ma'am?"
"Who Is the pig for?"
"For Mr. Bowser. I was in bis office
yesterday telling blm about my Wiltshire pigs, and be bought one to be delivered today. Did you ever see anything finer, ma'am?"
Characterlittci of the Pin.
It was a pig about a year old In fact,
he bad arrived at that stage of life
when he might properly be termed a
He was long legged and long
bog.
bodied. His back came up to an edge,
and all the meat on him would not
make a full dinner for one crow. He
had a cast In one eye, and his mouth
was screwed around to the left, "and
he was not altogether a lovely picture
to gazo upon. Mrs. Bowser started to
say so to the bog man, but she checked herself. He had worked Mr. Bowser
tor a soft snap and got his money, and
why hurt his feelings by telling him
that If be bad glued a few more hairs
on the pig's tall the animal would have
passed anywhere for a hyena? The
pig was squealing while coming lip the "
alley. He squealed while entering the
:?

yard. lie stood there and looked about
blm and squealed.
"What does be mean by that?"
queried Mrs. Bowser.
"It's Just his playful way, ma'am.
That pig Is like a kitten. He'll be a
Joy to the house. You'll hear him the
first thing in the uiornlng and the last
thing at night, and there won't be
any need to keep parrots or canaries
around."
"Is It a little (Jermiiu band that I'm
to listen to all day long':"; asked the
cook of Mrs. Bowser, but the latter
made no reply. She couldn't think of
anything to say.
Squt-alAttract Attention.
Two hours later !H.r. Bowser dropped
off the car half u block from home.
Pedestrians were louklng and llsteu-Ing- .
There was it sound lu the air like
a bad boy drawing the teeth of a saw
across Iron. The nearer be got to
home the louder and more chilling the
sounds. As he went up the front steps
his teeth were fairly on edge, and he
said to Mrs. Bowser at the door:
"For heaven's sake, why haven't you
telephoned for a policeman to stop that
noise?"
She beckoned him to follow her down
the hall and to a back window in the
silting room. She threw It up and
pointed to the pigpen and said:
HJTour pig is there, aud he has kept
this noise up for three long hours without a break."
'Oh, It's the pig, eh? Well, why
didn't you feed him?"
"We have curried out everything we
could think of, but he wou't even look
at food. Why on earth did you go mid
buy a pig?"
"Ooiue, now, my dear woman, don't
get excited. I was offered a Wiltshire
pig at u bargaiu. You know we have
quit, buying bacon at the butcher shops.
If we have any for the winter we must
raise It for ourselves."
She beckoned him to come out ad
look at the pig. Their presence was
greeted with a shriller edge to the
squeals, and the animal begun leaping
up and gnashing Its teeth.
Animal Was Lean,
"How many years do you think It
will take you to get bacon out of that?"
asked Mrs. Bowser. "He's like a plaik,
with four wooden legs under him."
"But that's the way with all Wilt- shires, my dear. Four weeks of food
and contentment will make a roily poly
pig out of him. I want to kill him
arong about Thanksgiving time. I'll
make the sweetest, nicest bacon out of
him you ever tasted. Think of sitting
at our own table and eating bacon of
our own raising:"
"And think of those squeals lasting
night and day for two mouths!" she
replied as she, put her fingers iu her
ears.
He wants sour milk."
Mr. Bowser went to the dairy and' got
sour nilllt. He went to the feed store
aud got corn. He went to the grocery
and got meal. The pig would notice
none of them. He simply stood and
squealed and squealed, Interrupting
himself now and then In au effort to
spring high enough to bile Mr. Bowser. Seven or eight boys gathered on
the alley fence. Four tramps entered
by an alley gato and proffered advice.
A policeman came along and observed
that what the pig was sighing for was
about 17,000 whacks with a club.
The Bowsers went In to dinner.
They didn't have music by the band
as they nte, but music from, the pig.
An African savage would have found
sweet melody In those squeals. They
were as mouotouous as a deaf and
dumb boy pounding on the bottom of
a dlshpan.
"Well, what are yon golug to do?"
asked Mrs. Bowser after half an hour
'
of it.
"T-e--

Needed

Petting--

.

"When we have finished dinner I
shall go out andJscratch his back with
a chip. It has just occurred to me
that be has been raised a pet and Is
squealing because be misses the little
attentions he Is used to. The minute
be feels a chip raking along bis spine
be will be as quiet as a lamb. You
kuow I must have bacon for breakfast,. Mrs. Bowser, and you know that
It must be crisp and"
The squeals from the back yard bad
become heartrending, and the dinner
was left untouched. No sooner had
Mr. Bowser made bis appearance at
the back door than something ran
against blm and sent blm sprawling.
It was that pig. He had Jumped the
pen at last and was taking a canter
around the yard, His squeals had become shrieks, and there were more
than fifty spectators to applaud. Mr.
Bowser scrambled up and armed himself with a clothes prop and headed
the B.rocesslpu.L
Th& filg circled .the
'

Belen Town and Improvement Company

yard "three times and" tfieu wehfout"of
the alley gate with a farewell squeal,
to be seen never, no, never, again.
The crowd gave three cheers, the boys
rushed In aud tore the pen down and
escaped with the boards, and as twilight settled1 down and the cricket
turned up Mr. Bowser entered the
house and said to Mrs. Bowser:
"Madam, this is the dead Hue, and
Your
you can drive me no farther.
object was to assassinate me, and tomorrow morning we will telephone to
our respective lawyers aud have the
divorce settled once for all."
M. QUAD.

Tlie
The furnace tire's started now,
Ami trouble lias bt.'Kiin,
For It Is difficult to suit
The whims iif ftvery one.
Elvira thinks It Is too hot
You know she s rathi-- r stout-Wh- ile
Eunice suys: "I'm lrcezlng
.
cold!
Don't let the Are go out."
,

falls almost constantly.
There Is a plant In Chicago which
manufactures more maple sugar in a
month, said Dr. W. H. Wiley In a recent address, than Is produced by nature In the whole of the state of Vermont In a year.
A gentleman playing ou the links at
Port St. Mary, Isle of Man, had driven
from the fifth hole when a big sea gull
swooped down ou the ball as It lit aud
carried It off lu Its bill, with six other
gulls furiously contesting for posses-

Wells Fargo & Company

.TO.

sion.

Buttons sewed on a silk ground formed a scrollwork recently sold at a north
London auction! the ornament being
the work of a country clergyman's wlfo
who thus utilized the buttous put In
the offertory bags of hef husband's
church,

All

typewrite

There are fourteen factories,
employees.
One of the Jutest food products coming from Holland, that laud of agricultural Industry, is honey vinegar, which
is now manufactured there on a commercial scale. The particular characDAMES AND DAUGHTERS.
teristics of vinegar made from honey
are Its agreeable aroma and pleasant
I.ady Kenmare, lu the delightful re taste.
gions of Ki Harney, has organized a uew
Tantalum, one of the hardest metals
Industry In tho shape of in laid furni
known, Is being manufactured by tho
ture made by tlie natives.
Germans Into sheets aud bars by the
"I have one great desire in regard to
squirting process, the material in its
my retirement," said Miss Klleu Terry,
powdered form being mixed
"and that Is that my final appearance original
with water and gum tragacanth aud
may be made lu a Nhakespeareim
then forced into rods and shapes as
desired.
Mrs. Bertha Bossell, a self reliant
GOWN GOSSIP.
joung widow of Berkeley, Cal built
a house fof herself, doing nearly all
the work with her own hands. This
Ultra bats for fall and winter are
was commented upon by San Fran
distinguished for their wonderful colcisco papers, and as a consequence or combinations as much as for their
Mrs. Bossell Is receiving offers of mar- odd shapes.
riage by tlie score.
Chains aud the light washable silks
Mrs. Roosevelt Is an ardent admirer are excellent for the negligee because
of Hembraudt and owns several tine they wash well aud are not burdenprints of tlie great Hutch toaster, some lu appearance or reality.
which she has at her home at Oyster
Lingerie and lace waists to be worn
Bay. She Is a stanch adniTrer also of with coats and skirts are all In the
the old Initcb school, and a few paiut-lug- most elaborate designs, while the hand
iwulcli adorn the president's home work seems to be finer than ever.
are from Hie hands of Netherlands
Embroidered velvet bands are a favorite trimming this winter, and when
painters.
a cloth skirt Is trimmed with them the
Boslonhas one woman who Is legalShe Is Mrs. same design Is used on the waist, but
ly her husband's boss.
with an edge of tlie cloth showing Just
Kllor Carlisle Hlpley, one of the assistant superintendents of the public outside tlie velvet In order to make the
schools of the city and the wife of waist seem part of the skirt.
Principal Fred II. Ripley of the LongSIRES AND SONS.
fellow school of Rosllndale. Mrs.
draws some $85 a week of the
Lord Towusheud, declared an imbeHub's wealth, about $1,500 more per cile ky the English courts and restrainannum than the man who has recently ed from managing his own affairs, rebecome her husband.
tains his teat and vote In tlie house of
Mrs. Richard Aldrlch of New York, lords.
formerly Miss Margaret Astor Chanler
Sir Robert Hart of the Chinese cusand granddaughter of the first John toms has been raised to the highest
Jacob Astor, turned over to children of rank of Chinese nobility by having his
the poor during the summer months ancestors for three generations back
her handsome house lu West Seventy-fourtcreated mandarins of tho highest rank,
street, New York. For years
Major Herbert J. Slocum of the Secshe has devoted much of her time to
ond cavalry, a nephew of the widow of
her
activities
the
philanthropy,
during
the late Russell Sage, will soon tender
war with Spain having been recognized
bis resignation' from the army to take
by the bestowal upon her of a gold
up the active management of the Sage
medal.
estate, of which the father of Major
Slocum is executor.
THE ROYAL BOX.
Senor Enrique Cortez, the new CoThe sultan Is a two meal a day man, lombian minister to the United States,
and both repasts, are light. He is also bas spent most of his life iu the finanan early riser 5 o'clock in summer and cial world of London. For a quarter
of a century he has been at the head
0 In winter.
of one of the biggest South American
of
Is
Elizabeth
Roumanla
the
Queen
banking houses iu that city.
is
only" European queen whose hair
Scth Low of New York
perfectly white. Queen Maria Christina of Spain and the dowager empress will build a magnificent country bouse
of Russia have only a few white hairs. near Bedford, N. Y, the ground comPrince Waldemar of Denmark and prising two large farms, and it will be
Prince George of Greece have started one of jthe finest estates in the country
on a far eastern trip via Naples from when completed In the spring. Imwhich tbey will possibly return by way mense stock barns are also to be built.
of America. The princes are traveling
The youngest member of the new
In company with a group of leading Maine senate is the Hon. Walter B.
Clark of Nobelboro. He Is a graduate
Danish financiers.
f Bowdoln, where lie played four
The forthcoming tour through India
of the ameer of Afghanistan wllL be years on the varsity football team. Ho
conducted with great pomp aud cere- is an attorney by profession, having
It is the first time that the graduated at the Harvard Law schoot.
mony.
ameer will have- left bis own country,
Joseph Jenkins Lee, American minis
ter to Ecuador aud the youugest-offlce- r
and he will take with blm an imposof his rank In the diplomatic service of
ing retinue of some 1,500 persons.
been elected a
The king of Slam has Issued decrees the United States, has
of the Royal Geographical Somember
for the suppression of the powerful
ciety of Great Britain in recognition of
gambling system In his kingdom. He his
services in the cause of geographhas also abolished slavery, established
ical science at the time of his expedifive hospitals aud a royal school of
tion to Acre.
medicine, placing all the hospitals but
The strain of controlling the fastest
one In the charge of medical missionof modern express trains from a locoaries.
motive cab generally wears down even
the most placid nerves before many
CURIOUS CULLINGS.
years pass, yet Charles Lynch, who
n Tlerra del Fuego rain "of snow runs three of the filers, 87, 9(18 and78 between Jersey City and, Phlla1150,000.

with

7.UU0

.

delphla, Is the oldest man of his trade
in the service of the Pennsylvania
railroad. He has been at the throttle
t
for
years.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

forty-eigh-

CHURCH AND CLERGY.
The outward robe of the pope is red
and made from the wool of the lambs
of the convent of St. Agnes, near the
Porto Pla.
Au endowment of $7u,000 has been
received by the Slavic department of
Oberlln seminary for the purpose of
training missionaries to work among
Bohemians, Slovaks and Poles In this
country.
Kev. Dr. George Mathesou, the well
known Scotch minister who recently
died at Edinburgh, became blind at the
age of twenty years, when he was the
leading student at the University of
Glasgow,
Congregational churches are to be
found In every state and territory In
the Union, with the exception of Delaware. The leading Congregational city
In the United States In number of
churches is Chicago, which has eighty-four- .

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in (lie Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of
printing and binding caters particularly o
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little,
better than the average
docs not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, hut does claim that its work is always worth the price
isked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
It is remarked by the Manchester lost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the ComDispatch, "A curate at the present day
Address The New
Is expected to be able to preach well at pany In regard to the next lot of printing.
least twice u week, sing comic or Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

sentimental songs when required, play
cricket and football like a professional,
organize shows like a Barnuin and If
necessary do turns himself."

Rtfbbe? Stamps

Hip-le- y

h

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United Slates, Car.ada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

The dally production of woolen hats
in the towu of Mouza, Italy, is about

s

General Express Forwarders

ME

INDUSTRIAL ITEMS.

Maria wants the damper up.
And Mildred wants it down.
Whichever way I tlx tho thing,
I'm greeted with a frown.
Oh, I shall welcome with a whoop
The advent of the sprlnsr,
And when the winter Is all gone
I'll cheer like everything!
Sumervllle Journal.

Express.

Remington

LAW POINTS.
An innkeeper was held liable, in
Clark versus Ball (Colo.), 2 L. R. A.
(N. S.), 100, for valuables Intrusted to
his partner by a guest and misappropriated after the owner had ceased to
be a guest.
The holder of a demand certificate of
deposit Issued by a bank is held, In
Elliott versus Capital City State bank
(la.), 1 L. It. A. (N. S.), 1130, to be
under no obligation to demand payment within the period of the statute
of limitations.
A. provision for liquidated damages
In case of a breach of contract for exchange of lauds Is held, in Koch versus
Streuter (111.), 2 L. R. A. (N. S.), 210.
not to defeat a right for specific performance, where the provision was Intended merely as security for performance.
In the Pollee Court.
I don't want to see you here

Judge
again.

Prisoner-Th-

go blind.

en

1

Judge.-N- ew

guess you'll have to
York Press.

Entirely

Up to date

emington
Standard Typewriters
New .ModeU

7 and

8

Absolutely Reliable, Always,

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
M7

9roidy,

WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USWG RUBBER STAMPS-MOR- I
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY iAVS
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY !THIgI SAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

ri

T

.!
Stamp, not over 1 inchea long
Each additional line on came stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 1 and not ever 3 inchei long. .80
Each additional line on tame stamp, 15c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over I iichee long. . . .IE
Each additional Huron earn itamp, SOe.
One-lin- e
la
Stamp, over 5 inches loni;, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two linea.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inchea long way, He extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prioei.
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch La lite, we eharj
inch or fraction
for one line for each one-ha-lf
DATES, ETC.
Local Dtter, any town and date lor ten yean
ILIA
lOe
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in inch.
Me
Regular line Dater '.
Defiance or Model Band Dater
11.10
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Woo1 Cut, 1.10
Pearl Check Protector . .
l,W
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
10c; i3i, lie; ii3i, 25c; 21x4, J?c;
10c;
One-lin- e

f

The

6,

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP

Nw Yffc

x,

Xx,

FOR
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CURE

.

The Ireland Pharmacy Cold Cute ot

White Pine Cough Syttsp

THAT

COLD!
BUTCHS!

BAS,

Pharmacy

WILL DO IT.
BRANDS IT A
PUBLIC EYESORE

Personal Mention.

GOCCIS,

(Continued from Page Four)

ANNUAL

REPORT OF

The New Mexican Printing Company

LIBRARY COMMITTEE. is prepared to do the best of brief
Mrs. Eveline H. Crichton has sub work In short order and at very reasmit led the annual report of the li onable rates. Jjawyera whodesire to

.luilse Jesse NorlhcuW, of Trinidad, John V. Conway Vigorously Protests brary committee to the president and
members of the Woman's Board of
Colorado, one of the leading lawyers
Against the Erection of Lunch
of that state and who 'has served for
Shack on Corner of Plaza.
Trade, The report shows the .library
:i number of years very creditably as
to be in first cla.-shape ind it. is
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. IS, 1907.
district judge, arrived in the-- city last
printed herewith: Editor 'New Mexican.
To the President and 'Members of
eveiuig and has his name on the
Dear Sir As it Is already known
Hotel register. Judge XortlicuM,
tho Woman's Board of Trade and
attended to ItSKil bnsiws in lie Capi- and announced through the columns
'Library Association:
of the Santa Fe New Mexican last evetal tfiday.
I herewith submit the following
as chairman of the Library
Hugh II. Harris, assistant forest ning, a shack has been built, and will
ranger on the Jemez Forest Reserve. be used for a. lunch counter, and the
with headquarters In the vicinity of sanio has been placed at the corner
'Number of books purchased during
Hspanola, arrived last evening In of the Maza. one of the prettiest cor- the year 105.
Santa Fe. He will be here for the ners in the city, presumably by a cerNumber of books donated during the
remainder of the month and taky tain restaurant, keeper. The citizens, year, S.
charge of the local forestry office dur- business men, the Woman's Board of
Total number of books added to the
ing tliR absence of Forest Supervisor Trade, and every one having the jjood library, 113.
I eon F.
of the city nr. heart should raise their
Knelpp.
Books lost' during the year, 2.
Secretary Will C. Barnes of the New wiices, and protest against the harBooks now out, 21).
will boring of sm'h a nuisance, which is
Hoard
M'exico Cattle Sanitary
Total number of ibooks In library,
leave East luis Vegas Sunday for Den hound to prove an eyesore to people December 31st, 1900, exclusive, of re
ver to attend a meeting of the Stock visiting the Capital City of New ports, etc., 2,200.
will as- Mexico.
(1 rowers'
Association which
Amount expended for books during
I really hope that, you will lend your
semble there next Monday.
Captain
the year $111.70.
13. (I. Austin, president of the board valuable aid In creating
enough pubFreight, and express on same $5.17.
and A. A. Junes, attorney at law and lic sentiment, that. 'Will awake the
Number of borrowers from library,
also Interested in live stock will go city council to the realization of the lile.
with Mr. Barnes.
fact that they are not only harboring
Number of magazines in reading
K. II. Blornhaum, of Mora, represea public eye sore, but that they are room,
to the coming legisla- not, acting fair to other business men,
ntative-elect
Number subscribed for this year,
tive assembly from his county, Is in who are eont'nuously paying rents, seven.
the city and has rooms at Mrs.
licenses, taxes, and other contribuCost of same, $20.70.
114 Cerrillos road, for the prestions which go toward the maintenfor magazines,
Total expenditure
ent, Mr. Biernbaum has served four ance of our city,
books and freight, $137.30.
of
his
clerk
county
years as probate
Very respectfully,
Balance on 'hand from last year,
,1. V. CONWAY.
very acceptably" and satisfactorily and
$21.10.
was elected as representative by a
Balance on hand this year, $.13,17.
very handsome majority.
Respectfully submitted,
THIEF
BOLD
SNEAK
Harry G. Wilson, of Chicago, repreEVELINE H. CRICHTON,
Book"
Comsentative of the American
RANSACKS HOUSE
Chairman of Library Committee.
pany, one of the largest school" book
publishing concerns in the I'uitsd Entered Apartments at Cathedral
MARKET REPORT.
States, after spending a few days"!
Place In Broad Daylight Made
here on business left for I.as Vegas
Small Haul.
MONEY AND METALS.
yesterday. He will be In the Meadow
New York, Jan. IS. Money on call,
City until Sunday and then return
'five 'hours of four and six
Between
oast. He has traveled over the terri- o'clock
Prime Mercantile Payesterday afternoon a bold easy, ,W3
tory extensively in the 'nterosts of sneak thief effected an entrance to per, fiiffil
Silver, 6
his company.
New York, Jan. IS. Lead' steady.
the apartments cf Mr. and Mrs. D. V.
Forest Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp Lusk in Cathedral Place and com- G.00fi.25; Copper, firm, 24 28.
will leave tonight or in the morning
St. Louis, "Mo., Jan. IS. Spelter
ransacked them. Tho thiol
at- pletely
ho will
for
Denver, where
of every drawer firm fi.70.
contents
the
dumped
annual convention of In both
the
tend
STOCK MARKET.
the 'bureau and chlffoiver Inthe American National Live Stock to the middle of ilie bedroom floor,
Pfd Ififi
Atchison, 103
will
be held
Association which
New York Central, 12S1-2- .
.
a
two
.trunks
and
went, through
on January 22 and 23. , From Denver
Pennsylvania, 134
That he was nTter nothing but
he will proceed to Ortiz. Colorado, and
Southern Paciifc, 93
fact,
that
was
the
evidenced
by
money
flionee to' Taos. He will make an InUnion Pacific, 175
Pfd., 92.
the only tiring tie took was about four
112
spect Inn tour of the Taos Forest Re- dollars in
Copper,
in
was
w'hi'di
the
change
serve which has been placed under
Pfd., 104
Steel, 4C
sideboard drawer. Several pieces of
bin jurisdiction.
LARD AND RIBS.
which wore on the bureau and GRAIN, PORK,
jewelry
Wheat
Ciayle Talbot t of Artesia, who has some
Jan. 18.
May,
Chicago,
room
the
on
silverware
dining
been In Albuquerque at. work for the
;
July, 70
So cool wis
were
table
molested.
not
creation of the new county of Arte44
Corn
May,
July.
the Jhief that he turned on the elect
sia, 'lias returned to the city. !He fig- tric
rob
while at work.
The
'light
Councilman-elect
ures on the aid of
Oats May,
July, 317-was .discovered1 when Mr. and
Rirppe bery
:ssc.
Sulzer, Representatives-elec- t
home
af
Mrs.
returned
Lusk
shortly
and Frank Lucero y Moutoya, of BerPork May. $10.47
.Tuuly , $10.00.
ter six o'clock. Entrance was prob
nalillo County. Upon what, he bases
9.45
Lard
$9.42
July.
May,
of
means
a
skeleton
effected
by.
his figuring Is not exactly known, hut ably
$9,471-2- .
locked.
were
as
the
all
doors
key,
Ribs-M- ay,
he smiles knowingly and winks his
$9.10;
July, $9.20!f?
9.22
eye when the matter Is discussed in
his presence. Mr. Talbott recently FEROCIOUS DOG
LIVE STOCK.
sfid Ihe lArtes'ia iAdvoeato a strong
18.
Cattle receipts
Jan.
Chicago,
LITTLE
BOY
ATTACKS
he edited
Democratic proper which
cows
3,000 steady; beeves
$4.15iJ!7;
If
from its inception. It Is said that
stockers and
of and heifers $l:00(fi'5.:!0;
at
Lies
Las
Point
Boy
Vegas
Artesia County is created Mr. Talbott
feeders $2.5051.4.70; Texans $3.75(91
Death as Result of Lacerations
will be Democratic candidate for the
1.50; calves $CiS.25.
Canine.
Inflicted
By
from his
House of Representatives
Sheep receipts 7,000, steady: sheep
ren
IS,
As
Las Vegas, N. M., Jan.
.listrict in November, 190S.
5.75: iambs $4.GOft7.75.
sult of being badly biten by a fero- $3.50(3
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. IS. Cattle
W. II. Jack, of Silver City, manager cious bull
dog, Edmund Wheeler, the
200 Southof the Crowfoot Cattle Company, havyoung son of W. E. Wheeler, of this receipts, 2,000, including
ing cattle and ranges In (Irani, Colfax city, is not expected to live. The sav- erns; steady, slow. Native Steers.
and Union conn'ies, reached the city age canine was owned by Peter Reah $I.OO((?'0.fiO;' Southern Steers, $3.2n(!7
Lam
5.25: Southern Cows, $2.2557-3.5- ;
this forenoon from his home en route who
kept it chained, but the little boy Naive Cows
and Heifers, $2.10S.O0;
to Denve rto attend the cattle growwandered too close to the dog's kennel
stockers and feeders, $3.40ffl!4.80;
ers' convention there next week. Mr. and the animal
leaped upon him, sink-iJack is a member of the Terrl'orlal
its tooth into his cheek and bearing Bulls, $3.00ffJ4.40; Calves, $3.75(7.50;
western fed Steers, $3.7.r5.75; westCattle Sanitary Bonrd which will have him to the
ground. Before the child's ern fed
Cows, $2.504.25.
a meeting In this city on the 2Sih cries
brought assistance, the dog had
3,000;
steady.
instant.
Receipts,
Sheep
succeeded in Inflicting probable fatal
Captain Bernard Ruppo. of Albu- injuries. If the child survives his Muttons, $4.75p5.75; Lnmbbs, $fi.755T
fed
of the House of wounds
querque, member-elec- t
he will bo disfigured for life. 7.50; rane wethers, $4.75G.50;
of the Legislative The
$4.005.25.
Ewes,
Representatives
dog was Immediatly killed by' its
Assembly from Bernalillo county, owner.
reached the city this forenoon via. the
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Santa Fe Railway and will be present
at the organization of the assembly
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
next Monday.
Forest Supervisor Kneipp in Charge
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Terriof Taos Reserve.
Palace.
to
torial Mounted Police, returned
Forest Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp
A.
M. Rudolph. Mr. and
Mrs. F. has had another forest reserve added
the. Capital this morning from Albuquerque where he has been for several Chicago; Hugh H. Harris, Jemez Re- to his jurisdiction.
He has been in
serve; R. V. Crowder, Joseph J. Boyd, charge of the Jeniez and Pecos River
days on official business.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- Lake Arthur; George J. Diamond, St. Reserve and is now In receipt of ortion Hiram Hartley, spent Thursday Paul; A. T. Rogers, Jr., Las Vegas; ders to assume the supervision of the
to the August Post, New York; Jesse North-culIn Albuquerque and returned
Taos Forest Reserve, which was creTrinidad; W. E. Goldman, Clay- ated last November and Is located In
city loilay.,
S. if. Grimslraw,
assistant to the ton; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Abbott, Miss Taos County. This new forest reserve
covers an area of upwards of 233,000
president and general manager of the May O. Abbott, Springer.
Claire.
Santa Fe Central Railway Company.
acres. Mr. Kneipp will make a tour
K.
Mr.
and
J. Campen, Denver;
was in Albuquerque Thursday on railof Inspection of It upon his return
M.i's.
M. Dreyfus, iNew
York; L, from the annual convention of the
road business.
.1. ,T.
Boyd, merchant and postmaster Knight, Kansas City; E. 'D. Ewers, A- American National Live Stock Assoat .Lake Arthur, and "R. v. Crow dor, lbuquerque; L. C. Boyce, Buffalo; W. H. ciation In Denver, January
lumber dealer at the same town are H. Llewellyn, Las Graces; Jobn Merrl-flel- Frank A. Hub bell, of Albuquerque,
Charles Valk, Denver; A. V. 'LoPublic Appointed.
registered at the Palace Hotel. They
came to the Capital as delegates from gan, Artesia; J. P. Earickson, Las
The following have been appointed
A. I. Chittenden,
their section interested against the
Wichita; E. notaries public by Governor Hager-man- :
creation of the proposed new county H. Bickford, Lake Valley; Mr, and
of Artesia. They will remain here Mrs. William R. Clay, Kansas City;
Hugo O. Mueller, of Belen, Valencia
.1. M. Arnold,
Tamplco, Illinois; Jo'hn County; James I.- Rawson, A Estan-cla- ,
several days.
General Manager W, S. Hopewell, Sacco, Albuquerque; T. K. Sexton, P.
Torrance County; J. M. Martinez;
of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron T. Ma'lioney, Wichita; Joseph 'Mitchle, of Chaperlto, San Miguel County;
Company arrived in Santa Fe this Nicholas Thelen, Racine, Wisconsin. Frank A. Hubell, of Albuquerque, BerNormandie.
forenron from Ills home in the Duke
nalillo County; R. C, Alford, of Raton,
G. Colfax
A, L. Pinkar.1, Las Vegas; M
City. He came on company business.
County. '
A.
Judge Henry L. Waldo was a pas- Keenan, East Las Vegas; Mrs. T.
senger for Las Vegas this forenoon. Johnson, Aztec; T. R. Odell, Nellie NEW COMMISSIONER
He will return to the Capital tomor- Elliott, Annie Elliott, Wlllard.
GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
Coronado.
row evening.
Washington', B. C, Tan. 18. PresiTiierra
Perfecto Esquibe'l,
Amarilla; dent Roosevelt today sent to l.'he SenMisses ate the nomination of Richard A.
Butchers' shipping certificates, sucn F. P. Jolly, Jolie't, Illinois;
aa are required by law, printed In Simmons, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
of Seattle, Washington, to be
blank form by the New Mexican
commissioner of the general land ofPrinting Company.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such fice to succeed W. A. Richards of Wyas are required by law, printed In oming, who Is to retire March 4th.
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexl blank form by the New Mexican
can and get the news.
New Mexican Wants bring resul'ts.
Company.Pal-ne- e

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
No. 250 San

rocery Telephone
CANNED

Francisco Street.
Meat Market Telephone

No. 4.

MY :ire In receipt of a car of eastern
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
,
Among these are included the
Blue Label anil Heinz brands. We
are quoting very attractive prices on
these goods, which are nil the very
best that it is possible I'or high grade
factories to turn out.
Ferndell corn, can 1 He, doz. $l.Cfl,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
cents.
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
cents.
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
pint, 15 cents.
Pern-dell-

SUNBURST.
The Sunburst Brand of canned veg.
The
etables Is packed in Kansas.
freight rate is lower than from farther east and the goods are of very
fine quality. We offer the following
bergalns for the present:
Marrowfat Peas, can,
Sunburst
12
case $2.25.
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
12
case $2,50.
Early June, extra sifted Peas, can
15; case $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.

49.

Dried fruit Is now on sale from the

crop. We are offering prunes In
especially attractive packages.
packages
packages.
and
packages we offer as fol19ufi

lows:
In

size, very large fruit, 15,
cents.
In
size, very fair sized fruit,
10, 25 and 40 cents.
We also have the fruit in bulk and
30-1-

and

40.

0

B5

00-7-

boxes.

in

On full boxes our price Is very attractive; if you can use so lunch ask
for price.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Evaporated Apples, very fancy, per
cents.
pound, 12
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25

cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 2J1
and 25 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents.
1
pound of California Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents.
A little
lemon added to figs or
peaches in cooking tfdrts to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly in the same water until
lender. Quick cooking without soaking will ruin the best dried fruit.
2
pounds of the finest imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut meats make a delightful
confection.

rCOAL t WOOD
9. K. Depot.

'Phone No.

88.

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Sash, and Doors
Lumber,
KlifDS

I
K

Wood Extra Pry, Cut to Fit Your Star

ml HAGAN

A I
g?
VwMIm

mi STORAGE:

TP-ASFK

jflsie js

Santm Fe.

Braacb

e

Cc

The

eminton

Subscribe for the Dally New
and got the news. -

Standard Typewriters
New Model,

Constipation

6,

Baled sweat opples, with soma people, brt
With otlio
prompt relief for Constipation.
course
bread will hare the same iHs
Mature undoubtedly has a vegetable remedy
relieve every ailment known to man, if pliyslel
can but find Nature's way to health. And this

d

Absolutely Reliable, Always,

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
21 arotiU'uv. New Yoi.

Strikingly true with regard to Constipation.
The bark of a certain tree In California C
cara Sagrada otters a most excellent aid tot
end. But, combined with Kgyptlun Senna, Si .
pery Elm Bark, Solid Extract of Prunes, etc., t
Bame Cascara bark Is given Its greatest possi
A toothso
power to correct constipation.
Is now made at t
Candy Tablet, called Lax-etDr. Snoop Laboratories, from this Ingenuous a
most effective prescription.
Its effect on Con
patlon, Biliousness, Sour Stomach, Bad Brea
Sallow Complexion, etc., Is indeed prompt a
satisfying.
No griping, no unpleasant after effects are
are put tip In beautl
perienced, and Lax-et- s
lithographed metal lioxes at 5 cents and '2b ce
per box.
For something new, nice, economical a
affective, try a box of

I

t

DR.

SANITARIUM.

DIAZ'

Cor. Water St. and Oaspar Ave.

FE

SANTA

NEW

g

MEXICO
5

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
HEATED.

STEAM

ALL MODERN

CONVENI

ENCES FOR SICK
PEOPLE.

Lax-e- ts
FISCHER

8

7-an-

$16 to $50 per Week,
Payment Invariably in Advance,

PRICES:

A

WVk

A

DRUG CO.

U' H

g
g

Li

New Medcaa

Patflig
UBLISHERS

RMTERS.
BINDRS

o

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK

.

t,

OP BUILDING MATKM--0,

CERRILLOS.

Up to date

have t'lielr briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should oall on the New Mexican Printing Company and leave their
orders.

;

The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock.
buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms In connection. Side entrance to Coronado Htel.

I

7(!3-4c-

Entirely

--

"THE CLUB"

AJU
I
I Ctxi RivrJ Stov

side-hoard-

I

YARD.
CAPITAL COAL
1.4
Garfield Ave., Near A,.

Piomp-icaux'-

s

7R5-Sf- f

$S."5
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton. $0.00 Anthracite furnace, ton
$5.50 ( Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3. 00
Monero lump
$3.50
wood, per cord
$5.00 Four-foo- t
Raton nut
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75'

OFFICE;

I

.

FRUIT.

DRIED

COODS.

No.

the npjip

DlWrd

to Any
Part efth City

.

Hnnl gTtkigjt KovafcU
aad Yarta at Cerrillon, X. M.

Ve-Sa-

r

IT DOESN'T COST

LOOK A ROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR
TO COME

i

ANYTHING

IN AND

VISITOR9 ARE ALWAYS
NOT.

Tke Biggest Curio Stora

in.

the West

DESCRIPTIONS AT
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF A- -L
OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
MEXICAN

FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

CARDS

FOR

FIVE

CENTS

pr'-'t.l-

You Can't Miss

J. S. CANDELARI0,

I
I

the Place

THE CURIO MAN.
801-30- 3

a

San Francisco

Street.

Look

for the Old Mexican

Cures Biliousness, Sick

Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

OBIHD

?iwit-- Laxative Frait Syrup
-

Cart.

THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

Cleanses tho systea

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

DUDROW

& MONTENIE

Embalmers
All Kinds of

Picture Framing

DUDROW S OFFICE BUILDING.

Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Pa'yc
'
Telephone No. 142.
Sunday

Day Phone 35

Avenue,' Night

tni

